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ABSTRACT 

Data from tomographic surveys make an inverse problem better posed. A 

tomographic survey provides different coverages and perspectives on subsurface 

heterogeneity—incompletely overlapping information about the subsurface. Fusion of 

these pieces of information expands and enhances the capability of a conventional survey, 

provides cross-validation, and constrains inherently ill-posed field-scale inverse problems. 

In this study, we explore the possibility of using river stage variation for basin-scale 

subsurface tomographic surveys. Basin-scale tomography requires energy sources of 

great strengths; spatially and temporally varying natural stimuli are ideal energy sources 

for this purpose. Specifically, we use numerical models to simulate groundwater level 

changes in response to temporal and spatial variations of river stage in a hypothetical 

groundwater basin. We then exploit the relation between temporal and spatial variations 

of well hydrographs and river stage to image the heterogeneous characteristics of the 

basin.  

Next, we apply the hydraulic tomography testing technique and analysis algorithm 

to synthetic fractured media.  The application aims to explore the potential utility of the 

technique and the algorithm for characterizing fracture zone distribution and their 

connectivity.  Results of this investigation show that using hydraulic tomography with a 

limited number of wells can map satisfactorily the fracture zone distribution and the 

general pattern of its connectivity although estimated hydraulic property fields are 

smooth. As the number of wells and monitoring ports increases, the fracture zone 

distribution and connectivity becomes more vivid and the estimated hydraulic properties 
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approach the true values. 

Further we develop a new parameter identification method that allows for 

simultaneous inclusion of all observed hydrographs from hydraulic tomography to map 

aquifer heterogeneity.  A procedure is then recommended to diagnose and denoise 

observed hydrographs. Subsequently, we introduce methods that exploit these processed 

hydrographs for estimating effective parameters, boundary conditions, and statistical 

spatial structures of heterogeneity, which are the required inputs for the new hydraulic 

tomography analysis method.  This new method and the data processing procedure are 

tested in a synthetic aquifer and subsequently applied to a sand box experiment.  The 

estimated parameter fields for the sand box experiment are validated by predicting the 

head distribution induced by an independent pumping test, which was not used in the 

hydraulic tomography analysis.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research Problem 

To accurately describe and predict pressure distributions and solute movement in the 

subsurface, detailed knowledge about the spatial distribution of hydraulic parameters is 

essential. The subsurface is naturally heterogeneous at different scales. Using traditional 

hydrologic borehole characterization and monitoring methods to obtain high-resolution 

spatial distribution of hydraulic parameters for a field problem is invasive and costly, 

requiring a large number of measurements at many different locations. On the other hand, 

aquifer responses (i.e., hydraulic head, flux, and concentration) are relatively inexpensive 

and easy to measure. These responses can be used to estimate the spatial distribution of 

hydraulic parameters. Calibrating a groundwater model requires large number of 

measurements, and therefore we require cost-effective data collection techniques. 

Recently, a new aquifer characterization technology, know as hydraulic tomography (HT), 

been developed to overcome some of these problems. In simplified terms, HT is a 

sequence of cross-well hydraulic tests; it involves using a large number of aquifer 

responses to estimate hydraulic parameters. Among other available inverse methods, the 

successive linear estimator (SLE) is an efficient inverse method that can be used to 

overcome these difficulties. This inverse approach represents hydraulic parameter fields 

as stochastic processes and seeks their mean distributions conditioned on the information 

obtained from hydraulic tomography, directly measured parameter values, and prior 

knowledge of geologic structures. Recent studies have show that HT is a technology with 

great promise for imaging subsurface heterogeneity.  
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The current SLE approach is limited to small-scale and porous media. Extending the 

tomographic survey concept to basin-scale problems requires excitation sources that have 

high energy to impact a significant portion of a basin. Natural variation in river stage can 

be used as an excitation source for basin-scale hydraulic tomographic surveys; river-stage 

tomography is proposed to characterize basin-scale heterogeneity. Because current SLE is 

closely tied to a groundwater flow model, a new mathematical tool is developed and 

implemented which describes the concept of river stage. The feasibility of river stage 

tomography needs to be demonstrated through numerical examples. 

A fractured geologic medium is a mixture of two distinct voids: fracture zones and 

the matrix. To investigate the feasibility of characterizing fracture zones and their 

connectivity using HT, we employed numerical experiments based on a synthetic aquifer. 

A user-friendly program makes this process efficient for end users. 

Applying HT to realistic field experiments leads to some difficulties: bias or 

inconsistency of observations, uncertainty of boundary conditions, and less information 

about effective hydraulic parameters and statistical spatial structures of heterogeneity. All 

these information are required inputs for HT. An operational procedure for preprocessing 

HT data is imperative for successful HT analysis of field data. The performances of the 

SLE is evaluated and validated for both synthetic and field experiments.            

1.2 Literature Review 

Traditional hydrologic borehole characterization and monitoring methods (e.g., core 

samples, slug tests, aquifer tests, flow meter tests. see Domenico and Schwartz, 1990) are 

invasive and too costly to be emplaced in large numbers and at significant depths. More 

critically, the “representativeness” of the properties estimated from these methods has 
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recently been questioned by Beckie and Harvey (2002), Wu et al. (2005), and others.  

Similarly, calibrating a groundwater model with spatially distributed parameters 

(inverse modeling hereafter) has been considered to be solving an ill-posed inverse 

problem, which is often attributed to a lack of data.  In spite of this fact, modelers have 

continued to seek a mathematical panacea to these problems that inherently have 

non-unique solutions and seldom have emphasized the need for collecting more data (see 

Yeh and Lee, 2007a and b) Moreover, both modelers and practitioners rarely attempt to 

determine the kinds of data (i.e., the necessary and sufficient conditions, see Yeh et al., 

2007b) that make an inverse problem well posed.  As such, designs of laboratory and 

field experiments or monitoring networks often collect information that can be 

considered to be irrelevant towards resolving the issue of ill-posedness . 

A new aquifer characterization technology, known as HT, has recently been 

developed to provide high-resolution aquifer characterization (e.g., Gottlieb and Dietrich, 

1995; Vasco et al., 2000; Bohling et al., 2002; Brauchler et al., 2003; Zhu and Yeh, 2005, 

2006).  Although the ability of HT remains to be fully assessed in the field, results from 

sandbox experiments by Liu et al. (2002), Illman et al. (2007a and b), and Liu et al. (2007) 

are encouraging.  They showed that transient HT can not only identify the pattern of the 

heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity field, but also the variation of specific storage in 

the sandbox.  The validity of these estimated conductivity and specific storage fields 

from the HT sandbox experiments were further substantiated by the ability to predict the 

drawdown evolution during a pumping test not included in the HT analysis. The sand box 

results are excellent, exciting, and significant.  Likewise, a recent application of HT to a 

well field at Montalto Uffugo Scalo, Italy, produced an estimated transmissivity field that 
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is deemed to be consistent with the known geology of the site (Straface et al., 2007). 

Recently, Bohling et al. (2007) presented the steady-shape analysis of tomographic 

pumping tests at an extensively studied site in an alluvial aquifer.  Results of these 

steady-shape analyses compare favorably with analyses based on more computationally 

intensive transient simulations and with results of other tests at the site, including direct 

push slug tests and direct push permeameter profiles (Butler, 2005). These laboratory and 

field HT experiments strongly confirm that HT can provide more accurate and detailed 

hydraulic property distributions in aquifers than any traditional aquifer test and analysis. 

In the third manuscript (Appendix C), we have developed a new method to identify 

the subsurface heterogeneity distribution using data collected from a HT survey.  

Additionally, we established an operational procedure for preprocessing HT data before 

applications of the new method.  The new method and procedure were tested in a 

synthetic aquifer and then applied to a sand box experiment, where unknown 

measurement and model errors exist.  The estimated hydraulic conductivity and specific 

storage fields for the sand box experiment are then used to predict drawdown evolution 

induced by an independent pumping event in the sand box. 

The appropriate scale for the purpose of water resources management is basin scale.  

A common sentiment about water resources management is that water quality 

management requires the detailed spatial distribution of water quality. Water quantity 

management, on the other hand, only requires the knowledge of total inflow, outflow, and 

storage within a basin. However, accurate estimation of these basin-wide quantities still 

commands high-resolution spatial and temporal information about the processes because 

of their profound spatial and temporal variability.  Furthermore, the variability of the 
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processes is influenced by the variability of basin characteristics.  As such, 

three-dimensional information about subsurface properties is needed to reliably predict 

flow and transport in the aquifer system. 

Although correct specification of the necessary and sufficient conditions for a 

well-posed problem is conceivable in well-controlled laboratory and field experiments, 

it is unlikely in most field-scale problems.  Without these conditions, basin-scale 

inverse modeling efforts have become so-called history matching exercises, which 

solely aim at matching simulated aquifer responses to limited observed responses. This 

history matching, however, does not lead to unique parameter estimates: history 

matching is only a tool to achieve a goal, not the final objective of the inverse modeling.  

As a result, current inverse modeling efforts often yield ambiguous aquifer 

characterization results. Because of this uncertainty in characterization and our inability 

to determine temporally and spatially varying boundary and initial conditions (e.g., 

inflow and outflow), misleading predictive groundwater flow and transport models have 

been made. Our ability to validate a subsurface model as such has been seriously 

questioned (see Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1992; Oreskes et al., 1994, Bredehoeft, 2003), 

as has our ability to predict flow and solute migration in aquifers. 

 While acquiring the sufficient and necessary conditions for a groundwater 

inverse problem is intractable for field-scale problems, viable alternatives have emerged 

recently, in which data from direct characterization methods are supplemented with 

coverage of greater density from indirect, minimally-invasive hydrologic tomographic 

surveys.  

Using the relation between stream fluctuations and aquifer responses to identify 
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aquifer properties, recharge from streams to aquifers, and seepage from aquifers to 

streams is not a new concept.  For example, Duffy et al. (1978) developed a 

mathematical relation between the spectrum of water level fluctuations in a well and that 

of flow variations in a nearby stream. This model was applied to the Rio Hondo site to 

estimate the values of S, T, and stream recharge for the aquifer (Gelhar, 1993).  

Similarly, Nevulis et al. (1989) identified aquifer properties using the response of an 

aquifer to stream flow fluctuations of the Columbia River, Washington.    

 Combining this concept and the HT technique, we postulate that the information 

about the spatial and temporal variations in stream flow and responses of wells along the 

stream can be utilized as a naturally reoccurring HT survey.  Specifically, as a river crest 

migrates downstream, it creates a set of pressure responses at wells, which are at different 

locations along the river.  When the crest moves to another location, it produces another 

set of well hydrographs at all the observation wells along the stream.  This is analogous 

to the HT survey discussed previously. Our proposed river stage tomography involves 

collecting well hydrographs and stream flow data and interpreting these data sets, to 

image the hydrologic processes between the stream and aquifer. 

Different from classical approaches using stream-aquifer interaction to estimate 

recharge and aquifer properties (e.g., Duffy, 1978), the current model calibration 

approach recognizes naturally occurring spatial variations in river stages as spatially 

varying excitations for large-scale tomography surveys. We can image and determine 

hydraulic properties by collecting responses in groundwater monitoring wells adjacent to 

a river and using the sequential successive linear estimator (SSLE) and stochastic 

information fusion technology developed by Yeh and his colleagues thus allow imaging 
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and determining the hydraulic properties.  This method permits continuous 

characterization of the subsurface, prediction of its responses, and cross-validation the 

characterization and prediction.   

Extending the tomographic survey concept to basin-scale problems however 

requires high energy excitation sources that have high energy to impact a great portion of 

a basin (hundreds or thousands of meters).  Recurrent, spatially varying, and plenteous 

natural stimuli (such as storms, earthquakes, precipitations, lightning, etc.) as suggested 

by Yeh et al. (2007a and b) are ideal candidates for energy sources as long as their 

strengths and locations can be identified.  In the first manuscript (Appendix A), we 

propose using the variation in river stage as an excitation source for basin-scale hydraulic 

tomographic surveys to scan basin-scale heterogeneity.  We develop and implement a 

mathematical tool to implement the concept of river stage tomography. Using numerical 

examples, we demonstrate the feasibility of using variations in river stage to estimate 

transmissivity values and storage coefficients values in a heterogeneous aquifer.   

To quantitatively comprehend, describe, and predict flow and solute transport 

processes in fractured geologic media as well as to remediate contamination in such 

media, effective mathematical models and characterization approaches are essential.  

The following paragraphs provide a brief review of advances in the development of 

conceptual models and characterization/monitoring technologies associated with 

fractured geologic media. 

A fractured geologic medium is a mixture of two distinct populations of voids (i.e., 

fractures and pores of porous medium).  Fractures belong to a void population that has a 

low mean porosity value and a small standard deviation but may have great lateral 
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continuity (e.g., apertures, fracture lengths, and widths).  On the other hand, the pores of 

the matrix belong to another void population that have a large mean porosity value with a 

large standard deviation and a relatively short spatial continuity (mean void diameter).  

Our inability to characterize these two void populations in detail and consideration of 

practicality issues over the past few decades have led to the adoption of the equivalent 

homogenous porous media concept (Bear, 1972) for analysis of flow through fractured 

rocks.  This conceptual model assumes that fracture density of a fractured geologic 

medium is sufficiently high so that the representative elementary volume for porous 

media can be employed and the fractured medium thus has uniform properties.  Failure 

of this approach to consider the effects of slow transfer process between fractures and the 

matrix consequently have promoted the development and use of dual porosity/mass 

transfer model (e.g., Barenblatt et al., 1960; Duguid and Lee, 1977; Gerke and van 

Genuchten, 1993).  The dual porosity models, in essence, homogenize a fractured 

geologic media into a region that consists of a single continuum consisting of both 

fractures and the matrix but the pore space for fractures and matrix are idealized to be 

separate; the two pore spaces communicate via diffusion-type mass transfer processes.  

A dual permeability/continuum model, on the other hand, treats flow in both fractures and 

matrix separately, but the two homogeneous continua are connected through a 

fracture-matrix interaction process. While the dual porosity/permeability models 

overcome the difficulty associated with the equivalent homogeneous porous media 

approach to describe the slow mass transport process between fractures and matrix, the 

model is still limited to description of flow and transport behaviors averaged over a large 

volume of fractured media. Such an averaged behavior seldom satisfies our interest since 
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the scale of our interest is much finer than the averaging volume of the dual 

porosity/permeability model.  The desire for high-resolution predictions therefore has 

led to the development of discrete fracture network models (e.g., Dershowitz and Einstein, 

1988; Cacas et al., 1990) and a stochastic continuum approach (Neuman, 1987; Ando et 

al., 2003, Illman and Hughson, 2005). The discrete fracture approach demands detailed 

mappings of the spatial distribution of fracture and their connectivity (e.g., a 

deterministic heterogeneous approach). Our limited characterization technologies and 

uncertainty in characterizing fracture distribution and connectivity then become the logic 

behind the development of the stochastic continuum conceptual model. In a stochastic 

continuum approach, the distribution of fractures and fracture properties are treated as 

random fields, similar to stochastic representation of heterogeneous porous media.  

Uncertainty due to limited characterization as such can be assessed (see Muldoon and 

Bradbury, 2005). 

Based on these conceptual models, different techniques for fractured rock 

characterization have evolved over the past few decades.  For example, Hsieh et al 

(1985) developed and conducted cross-hole hydraulic tests to obtain anisotropy of the 

large-scale effective hydraulic conductivity by treating the fractured rock to be an 

equivalent homogeneous medium. Illman and Neuman (2000, 2001, 2003) and Illman 

and Tartakovsky (2005a,b) studied flow in unsaturated fractured tuffs and fracture 

connectivity through cross-hole pneumatic injection tests. Recently, Vesselinov et al. 

(2001) used a numerical inverse model to analyze cross-hole pneumatic injection tests 

conducted by Illman (1999) and showed that the delineation of subsurface heterogeneity 

in both permeability and porosity is possible through pneumatic tomography. Several 
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other researchers (Guimerà et al., 1995; Hsieh, 1998; Marechal et al., 2004; 

Martinez-Landa and Carrera, 2005; Illman and Tartakovsky, 2006) interpreted various 

hydraulic tests conducted at different scales in fractured crystalline rocks, while other 

researchers utilized cross-hole flowmeter tests to characterize fractured rocks (e.g., 

Williams and Paillet, 2002; Le Borgne et al., 2006). According to Williams and Paillet 

(2002) and Le Borgne et al. (2006), cross-hole flowmeter pulse tests define subsurface 

connections between discrete fractured intervals through short periods of pumping and 

the corresponding monitoring of pressure pulse propagation using a flow-meter. 

Day-Lewis et al. (2000) identified fracture-zone geometry using simulated annealing and 

hydraulic-connection data.  Few of these studies however were able to describe how 

these fractures are connected in space. 

Aforementioned studies highlighted the importance of connectivity of fractures and 

heterogeneity. Connected fractures are known to be major conduits for flow and solutes 

in geologic environments and they can have significant impacts on environmental as well 

as natural resources issues. However, the concept of connectivity as well as measurement 

techniques and modeling approaches are still under considerable debate (Knudby and 

Carrera, 2005, 2006; and Illman, 2004). 

In an attempt to further the characterization approaches of fractured rocks and their 

connectivity, Day-Lewis et al. (2003) demonstrated a strategy to identify preferential 

flow paths in fractured rocks by combining geophysical data and conventional hydraulic 

tests. In particular, these authors utilized cross-well difference attenuation 

ground-penetrating radar to monitor saline-tracer migration at the Mirror Lake site in 

New Hampshire.  Day-Lewis et al. (2006) further conducted an integrated interpretation 
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of field experimental cross-hole radar, tracer, and hydraulic data at a fractured rock 

aquifer at the same site and found that combining time-lapse geophysical monitoring with 

conventional hydrologic measurements improved the characterization of a fractured-rock 

aquifer.  Hestir et al., (1998) and Datta-Gupta, A. et al., (1995) used classical hydrologic 

inverse modeling approach to characterize fractured rocks. 

In spite of these advances in hydrologic and geophysical characterization 

technologies, few of these traditional methods of site characterization and data analysis 

have been able to yield satisfactory 3-D mapping of fracture connectivity as well as 

fracture patterns in most geologic media. Recent advances in characterization of spatially 

distributed hydraulic properties of heterogeneous aquifers using HT may have shown us a 

promising solution to this difficult problem.   

 Different from most geophysical tomographic surveys, which estimate spatial 

distributions of electric-magnetic properties (e.g., electrical resistivity or/and dielectric 

constants) of geologic media, HT excites fractured media using pressure perturbations 

and determines hydraulic conductivity and specific storage distributions in the media 

directly.  Fractures generally have higher hydraulic conductivity and lower specific 

storage values than the rock matrix.  Pressure excitations thereby propagate rapidly 

through connected fractures (i.e., preferential flow paths) as opposed to the rock matrix.  

Therefore, delineating high hydraulic conductivity and low specific storage distributions 

is tantamount to mapping fracture distribution and connectivity in geologic media.   HT 

as such is a potentially viable characterization technology for mapping fracture 

distributions and its connectivity. 

 In the second manuscript (Appendix B), we apply hydraulic tomography 
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algorithm to synthetic fractured media to explore the potential utility of the hydraulic 

tomographic survey concept as well as the algorithm for characterizing fracture 

connectivity or fracture distribution.   

1.3 Explanation of Dissertation Format 

This dissertation consists of two chapters, “introduction” and “present study”, three 

manuscripts (Appendices A, B, and C). The first manuscript (Appendix A) was submitted 

to Water Resource Research. The second manuscript (Appendix B) is accepted by 

Groundwater on September 2007. The third manuscript (Appendix C) was submitted to 

Groundwater.  

I developed the inverse algorithms used for river stage tomography and for detecting 

fracture connectivity. I also developed the SimSLE algorithm, wavelet denoising, 

effective properties and boundary conditions estimation, statistical spatial structure 

estimation, and performance assessment algorithm. I was responsible for planning and 

performing all the simulations presented in first two appendices. Most of the simulations 

of the third appendix were also performed by me. I wrote the FORTRAN programs 

which implement the inverse algorithms; these codes were based on previous work by Dr. 

Yeh’s group. To make our forward and inverse program user friendly, I wrote a GUI 

(graphical user interface) for VSAFT2 which includes the preprocessing and post 

processing for these programs.     

My advisor, Tian-Chyi J. Yeh, guided me in choosing the research topics presented 

in this dissertation. He also supervised me on inverse algorithm derivation, choices of 

numerical models, and interpretation of results. 
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CHAPTER 2 PRESENT STUDY 

2.1 Summary 

Calibrating a groundwater model of spatially distributed parameters has been known 

as solving an ill-posed inverse problem, which is often attributed to the lack of data. As a 

consequence, cost-effective responses collecting techniques are needed. Hydraulic 

tomography is one of effective data collection techniques. 

 In simple terms, HT is a sequential cross-hole hydraulic test followed by inversion 

of all the data to identify the spatial distribution of aquifer hydraulic properties. 

Specifically, HT involves installation of multiple wells in an aquifer, which are 

partitioned into several intervals along the depth using packers.  A sequential aquifer test 

over selected intervals is subsequently conducted.  During the test, water is injected or 

withdrawn (i.e., a pressure excitation) from a selected interval in a given well and the 

pressure responses in the subsurface is then monitored at other intervals in this well and 

other wells. This test produces a set of pressure excitation/response data characteristic of 

the subsurface. Once a test is completed, the pump is moved to another interval and the 

test is repeated to collect another set of data.  The same test is applied to all of the 

intervals at all of the wells.  The data sets from all tests are then processed by a 

mathematical model to estimate the spatial distribution of hydraulic properties of the 

aquifer.  In essence, a set of pressure data due to one pressure excitation in a HT test is 

analogous to a snapshot of subsurface heterogeneity illuminated by a light source at the 

excitation location.  Repeating the test at different intervals then is the same as taking 

snapshots of the heterogeneity using the lights at different locations.  The inverse 
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modeling is merely an algorithm that synthesizes all the snapshots to portray the 

distribution of a hydraulic property in the test volume.  

Yeh and Liu (2000) and Zhu and Yeh (2005) developed a Sequential Successive 

Linear Estimator (SSLE) method to interpret steady state head responses for mapping 

hydraulic conductivity and specific storage. In this study, SSLE was first extended to use 

river stage variation for basin-scale subsurface tomographic surveys.  

A simplified mathematical model was developed to describe the interaction between 

river flow and the groundwater system. Sensitivity analysis was also performed on the 

governing equations of this mathematical model. We then demonstrate the accuracy of 

our estimation method for a well-posed, deterministic inverse problem with a small 

rectangular flow domain where the head values are available at all the locations, as well 

as initial and boundary conditions. Estimated transmissivity and storage coefficient 

distributions were then compared with the true values and assessment statistics were also 

computed. Based on the result of these investigations, we conclude that our estimation 

algorithm for the river stage tomography accurately reconstructed the transmissivity and 

storage coefficient fields for a well-posed inverse problem. These results suggest that the 

concept of the river stage tomography as well as our stochastic estimator is 

mathematically valid. For the second example, to illustrate the capability of SSLE 

approach for basin-scale problems, a fluvial deposit is chosen where only limited 

hydraulic head measurements are available for a basin-scale flow domain, assuming the 

boundary and initial conditions are specified. The results of this example indicate that the 

SSLE approach does well predicting the overall patterns of transmissivity and storage 

coefficient variations in the aquifer in this ill-posed inverse problem. Therefore, our 
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proposed river stage hydraulic tomography could be a useful basin-scale aquifer 

characterization tool.  

Then, we apply a SSLE to synthetic fractured media to explore the potential utility 

of the hydraulic tomographic survey concept as well as the algorithm for characterizing 

fracture zone connectivity or fracture zone distribution.  

Four cases were investigated based on same fracture patterns but different test 

strategies; results of this study are interesting and exciting. Hydraulic tomography with 

the SSLE can satisfactorily map the high hydraulic conductivity zones (preferential flow 

paths), which reflect the fracture pattern and its connectivity in the fractured aquifers 

although estimated values of K and Ss fields are smoother than the true fields. As the 

number of wells and monitoring ports increases, the contrast between fracture zones and 

the rock matrix becomes vivid and in turn, fracture distribution and connectivity, and the 

estimated hydraulic properties approach true values. 

Before extending the HT to field data, a simultaneous successive linear estimator 

(SimSLE) is developed, which is a variation of the sequential successful linear estimator 

(SSLE) developed by Yeh and Liu (2000) and Zhu and Yeh (2005).  Instead of 

incorporating data sequentially into the estimation as in SSLE, the SimSLE method 

employs all drawdown data from different pumping tests simultaneously to estimate 

hydraulic properties of aquifers. The SimSLE has several advantages over the SSLE, 

mainly the reduction of computational cost. 

We establish an operational procedure for preprocessing HT data before applications 

of the SimSLE approach. The first step of processing HT data for the SimSLE analysis is 

“Data Diagnosis” which checks for bias or inconsistency in the collected data. After 
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examining data for bias and abnormalities, we next tackle the data noise problems. To 

minimize the effect of noise, we have developed a denoising algorithm based on wavelet 

analysis. Following the wavelet denoising, we examine the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 

each well hydrograph; discarding the hydrographs with low SNR. The next step is using 

hydrographs and known pumping rates to estimate unconditional effective hydraulic 

conductivity, specific storage and boundary conditions of an equivalent homogeneous 

medium. The residuals between the observed heads and those of the equivalent 

homogeneous medium then are used to calculate the head variance caused by 

heterogeneity. 

To evaluate feasibility of our SimSLE algorithm and HT data processing procedure, 

we developed new performance assessment method for both synthetic and field cases. 

For the synthetic case, since the true hydraulic properties distributions are known, we can 

directly compare it with the estimated distributions. Besides using the correlation analysis, 

L1, and L2 norms, the similarity between the true and estimated hydraulic property fields 

was also evaluated with a fuzzy similarity comparison method. On the other hand, true 

distributions are unknown for field case. We validate them by comparing predicted 

hydrograph using estimated hydraulic properties with observed head which is not used in 

the inverse problem. 

First, a two-dimensional, cross-sectional synthetic aquifer was used to test our 

SimSLE approach and our operational guide. Three situations were investigated:   

 a noise-free case 

 a data with noise case  

 a denoising data case.  
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The developments of similarity and variances for estimation of iterations were 

examined. The result shows that:  

a. SimSLE can detect detailed spatial variations of hydraulic parameters for 

noise-free case.  

b. For data with noise case, the estimation result will diverge.  

c. Denoising the data can improve the estimates and reveal more details of 

heterogeneity. 

The SimSLE method and the data processing procedure were applied to a laboratory 

sand box experiment (Liu et al. 2007; Illamn et al. 2007). The result indicates that the 

SimSLE can predict the pattern of the conductivity, though the estimate of specific 

storage is not as clear so because of the low SNR at early time, but the result still reflects 

the overall trend. These estimations were then validated with field case performance 

assessment approach. Our approach produces close predictions of head values at the 47 

ports (correlation 0.99) at different observation times except the first observation time. 

This exception can be attributed to the fact that drawdown at the first observation time is 

relatively small and the SNR is therefore small. Compared with the prediction using 

estimated effective hydraulic properties (correlation from 0.821 to 0.964), HT in 

conjunction with SimSLE indeed characterizes the heterogeneity of aquifers quite well. 

      

  

 

 

. 
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Abstract 

 

 Data from tomographic surveys make an inverse problem better posed. A 

tomographic survey provides different coverages and perspectives of subsurface 

heterogeneity—non-fully overlapped information of the subsurface. Fusion of these 

pieces of information expands and enhances the capability of a conventional survey, 

provides cross-validation, and constrains inherently ill-posed field-scale inverse problems. 

Basin-scale tomography requires energy sources of great strengths. Spatially and 

temporally varying natural stimuli are ideal energy sources for this purpose. In this study, 

we explore the possibility of using river stage variation for basin-scale subsurface 

tomographic surveys.  Specifically, we use numerical models to simulate groundwater 

level changes in response to temporal and spatial variations of the river stage in a 

hypothetical groundwater basin. We then exploit the relation between temporal and 

spatial variations of well hydrographs and river stage to image subsurface heterogeneity 

of the basin. The results of the numerical exercises are encouraging. Using naturally 

recurrent stimuli for characterizing groundwater basin could be a future of hygeodrology 

but it calls for implementation of sensor networks that provide long-term and spatially 

distributed monitoring of excitation as well as response signals on the land surface and in 

the subsurface.  
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1.0 Introduction 

 

A basin is the appropriate scale for the purpose of water resources management.  

Common sentiments about water resources management are that management of water 

quality would require the knowledge of detailed spatial distribution of water quality. 

Water quantity management, on the other hand, requires only the knowledge of total 

inflow, outflow, and storage within a basin. However, accurate estimates of these total 

quantities command high-resolution spatial and temporal information about these 

processes because of their profound spatial and temporal variability.  Furthermore, the 

variability of the processes is controlled by the variability of basin characteristics.  As 

such, three-dimensional (3-D) basin subsurface information is needed that can reliably 

portray detailed distributions of water and related properties and states, as well as monitor 

the variable spatial and temporal processes.  

Traditional hydrologic borehole characterization (an inverse modeling approach that 

assumes homogeneity and estimates localized hydraulic properties of geologic media) 

and monitoring methods (e.g., core samples, slug tests, aquifer tests, flow meter tests, 

wells, multi-level samples, etc. see [Domenico and Schwartz, 1990]) are invasive and too 

costly to be emplaced in large numbers and at significant depths throughout a basin. 

More critically, the “representativeness” of the properties estimated from these methods 

has recently been questioned by Beckie and Harvey [2002], Wu et al. [2005], and others.  

 Similarly, calibrating a groundwater model of spatially distributed parameters 

(inverse modeling for short hereafter) has been known as solving an ill-posed inverse 

problem, which is often attributed to the lack of data.  In spite of this fact, modelers 
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have continued to seek a mathematical panacea to these problems that inherently have 

non-unique solutions and seldom have emphasized the need for collecting more data [Yeh 

and Lee, 2007].  Moreover, both modelers and practitioners rarely attempt to determine 

the kinds of data (i.e., the necessary and sufficient conditions, see Yeh et al., 2007) that 

make an inverse problem well posed.  As such, designs of laboratory and field 

experiments or monitoring networks often collect information irrelevant to resolve the 

ill-posed issue.   

Correct specification of the necessary and sufficient conditions is conceivable in 

well-controlled laboratory and field experiments, but unlikely in most field-scale 

problems.  Without these conditions, current inverse modeling efforts of basin-scale 

aquifers have become so called model calibration or history matching exercises that aim 

at matching simulated aquifer responses to limited observed responses. This history 

matching, however, does not guarantee unique parameter estimates: history matching is 

only a tool, not the objective of the inverse modeling.  As a result, current inverse 

modeling efforts often yield ambiguous aquifer characterization results. Because of this 

uncertainty in characterization and our inability to determine temporally and spatially 

varying boundary conditions (e.g., inflow and outflow) and the initial condition of the 

aquifers, misleading predictive models of groundwater flow and contaminant migration 

have been made. Our ability to validate a subsurface model as such has been seriously 

questioned [see Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1992; Oreskes et al., 1994, Bredehoeft, 2003], 

as has our ability to predict flow and solute migration in aquifers. 

 While acquiring the sufficient and necessary conditions for a groundwater 

inverse problem is intractable for field-scale problems at least at this moment, viable 
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alternatives have emerged recently, in which data from direct characterization methods 

are supplemented with coverage of greater density from indirect, minimally-invasive 

hydrologic tomographic surveys.  For example, Gottlieb and Dietrich [1995]; Vasco et al. 

[2000]; Yeh and Liu, [2000]; Bohling et al. [2002]; Brauchler et al., [2003]; Zhu and Yeh 

[2005 and 2006] and many others recently have developed a new method of aquifer 

characterization, i.e., hydraulic tomography (HT).  As an example, HT involves the 

installation of at least two wells in an aquifer.  Using packers, each well is then 

partitioned into several intervals.  A sequential aquifer test is subsequently undertaken.  

During this test, water is injected or pumped (a pressure excitation) at a selected interval 

in a given well, and pressure responses of the subsurface are then monitored at other 

intervals at this well and other well(s). This test thus produces a set of pressure 

excitation/response data of the subsurface. Afterward, the pump is moved to another 

interval and the test is repeated to collect another set of data.  This test is applied to all 

selected intervals at some wells.  The data sets from all the tests are then processed by 

an inverse model to estimate the spatial distribution of hydraulic properties of the aquifer.  

In essence, a set of pressure data due to one pressure excitation in a HT test is equivalent 

to a snapshot of subsurface heterogeneity due to a light source at the excitation location.  

Repeating the test at different intervals then is similar to taking snapshots of the 

heterogeneity with light sources at different locations.  Then, an inverse model 

synthesizes all the snapshots to portrait a 3-D distribution of the hydraulic property in the 

test area.  Hydraulic, geophysical or other tomographic surveys are merely the sampling 

strategies that create non-fully redundant data sets to better constrain an inherently 

ill-posed inverse problem. 
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The ability of HT remains to be fully assessed in the field but results from sandbox 

experiments by Liu et al. [2002], Illman et al. [2007], and Liu et al. [2007] are 

encouraging.  In particular, Liu et al. [2007] showed that not only did transient HT with 

the sequential successive linear estimator (SSLE)—an inverse technique by Yeh and Liu 

[2000], Zhu and Yeh [2005 and 2006] correctly identify the pattern of the K fields, but 

also the variation of sS  in the sandbox.  They further compared the estimates from HT 

with other traditional characterization techniques.  They concluded that measurements 

using core samples and slug tests can satisfactorily map the heterogeneity pattern of K in 

the sandbox if the number of tests or samples is sufficient, and they are consistent with 

estimates from HT.   These estimated K and Ss fields from the HT sandbox experiments 

were further tested by predicting the drawdown evolution caused by a pumping test not 

used in the HT analysis. The result is excellent, exciting, and significant.  Not only does 

it reinforce the validity of HT, but it also challenges the sentiment that K and Ss are 

fundamentally phenomenological parameters (i.e., they are numbers that we use to 

summarize experiments, and from our limited perspective, their definition is always 

contingent on the experiment that we have performed).  Besides, this result confirms that 

the classical governing equation for groundwater flow can yield excellent predictions of 

drawdowns at the scale of our instruments (the average pressure recorded by pressure 

transducers over many pores) in a heterogeneous sandbox when the K and Ss fields are 

adequately characterized when the initial and boundary conditions as well as source/sink 

terms are prescribed. The notion that a groundwater model cannot be validated is thus 

seriously challenged. Likewise, a recent application of HT to a well field at Montalto 

Uffugo Scalo, Italy, produced an estimated transmissivity field that is deemed to be 
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consistent with the geology of the site [Straface et al., 2007]. More recently, Bohling et al. 

[2002 and 2007] presented the steady-shape analysis of tomographic pumping tests at an 

extensively studied site in an alluvial aquifer.  Results of these steady-shape analyses 

compare favorably with analyses based on more computationally intensive transient 

simulations and with results of other tests at the site, including direct push slug tests and 

direct push permeameter profiles [Butler, 2005]. 

 The aforementioned recent studies have shown that HT is a technology of great 

promises for imaging subsurface heterogeneity of field sites of meters or tens of meters.  

Extending the tomographic survey concept to basin-scale problems however requires 

excitation sources that have high energy to impact a great portion of a basin (hundreds or 

thousands of meters).  Recurrent, spatially varying, and plenteous natural stimuli (such 

as storms, earthquakes, precipitations, lightning, etc.) as suggested by Yeh et al. (2007a 

and b) are ideal candidates for the energy sources as long as their strengths and locations 

can be identified.  In this study, we propose using the variation in river stage as an 

excitation source for basin-scale hydraulic tomographic surveys to scan basin-scale 

heterogeneity: river-stage tomography.  We develop and implement a mathematical tool 

to describe the concept of river stage tomography. Using numerical examples, we 

demonstrate the feasibility of using variations in river stage to estimate transmissivity 

values and storage coefficients of a heterogeneous aquifer.   

  

2.0 Principles of River Stage Tomography 

 

 Using the relation between stream fluctuations and aquifer responses to identify 
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aquifer properties, recharge from streams to aquifers, and seepage from aquifers to 

streams is not a new concept.  For example, Duffy et al. (1978) developed a 

mathematical for the relation between the spectrum of water level fluctuations in a well 

and that of flow variations in a nearby stream. This model was applied to the Rio Hondo 

site to estimate the values of S, T, and stream recharge for the aquifer [Gelhar, 1993].  

Similarly, Nevulis et al. [1989] identified aquifer properties using the response of an 

aquifer to stream flow fluctuations of the Columbia River, Washington.    

 Combining this concept and the HT technique, we postulate that the information 

about the spatial and temporal variations in stream flow and responses of wells along the 

stream can be utilized as a naturally reoccurring HT survey.  Specifically, as a river crest 

migrating downstream at any given time it creates a set of pressure responses at wells at 

different distances along the river.  When the crest moves to another location, it 

produces another set of well hydrographs at all the observation wells along the stream.  

This is analogous to the HT survey discussed previously. Collecting such a vast amount 

of well hydrographs and stream flow data and interpreting these data sets properly allow 

us to image hydrologic processes between the stream and aquifer, which forms the basis 

of our proposed river stage tomography. 

 Our approach recognizes naturally occurring spatial variations in river stages are 

spatially varying excitation sources of large-scale tomography surveys, different from 

classical approaches using stream-aquifer interaction to estimate recharge and aquifer 

properties (e.g., Duffy et al., 1978) and current model calibration efforts.  Collecting 

corresponding responses in groundwater monitoring wells adjacent to a river and using a 

sequential successive linear estimator (SSLE) and stochastic information fusion 
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technology developed by Yeh and his colleagues thus allow imaging and determination of 

the hydraulic properties.  It permits continuous characterization of the subsurface, 

prediction of its responses, and cross-validate the characterization and prediction in a 

manner that has not been explored presently.    

 

2.1 Governing Equations for Aquifer – River System 

  

 Generally, stream and groundwater processes as well as their interactions are 

complex at various scales.  To include all processes and their complexities may be 

possible but is beyond the scope of this study--our objective here is an exploration of a 

new concept.  In the subsequent analysis, a simplified river-groundwater basin system 

will be considered, which consists of a heterogeneous confined aquifer and a river. The 

river and the aquifer are assumed to be hydraulically connected through the river bed. 

Groundwater flow in the aquifer is represented by a two-dimensional, depth-averaged 

equation: 

 ( )( , , )( , ) ( , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) 0x y tS x y T x y x y t q x y t
t

φ φ∂
−∇⋅ ∇ + =

∂
   (1) 

where S denotes the storage coefficient, φ  is the hydraulic head [L], t is time [T], T 

represents the transmissivity [L2/T], and q [L/T] is the flux exchanged between the 

aquifer and the stream.  The boundary conditions for the aquifer are that of prescribed 

head and flux: 

  11
( )f tφ

Γ
=  and  22

( )T n f tφ
Γ

∇ ⋅ =      (2)  

and the initial condition is 
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   0( , ,0) ( , ,0)x y x yφ φ=       (3) 

Stream flow in the river is modeled using the kinematic equation for 

one-dimensional open-channel flow: 

   [ ]( , ) ( , )( , ) ( , )
u l t d l td l t q l t

t
∂∂

+ =
∂ ∂

    (4) 

where the river stage (the depth of the water in the river) ( , ) ( , ) ( )d l t l t z lφ= − , φ  is 

the hydraulic head,  z is the river bed elevation, l  is taken along the length of the river, 

q is the flux exchanged between the stream and the aquifer. The velocity, u , of the river 

flow is assumed to be governed by 

   
21
32

0
1.49( , ) ( , )u l t S d l t

n
=      (5) 

where n is Manning’s roughness coefficient, d is the river stage (depth of the river), 

0S  denotes the river channel slope. The river slope and Manning’s roughness coefficient 

are assumed to be constant along the river length. The boundary and initial conditions 

associated with equation (4) are  

   10
(0, )

l
d d t

=
=  and 00

( ,0)
t

d d l
=
=     (6) 

Respectively, and  1(0, )d t  represents the input hydrograph to the river at 0=l .  

Substituting equation (5) into equation (4) and using ( , ) ( , ) ( )d l t l t z lφ= − , equation (4) 

takes the form: 

  [ ] [ ]
2 2
3 3

0
( , ) ( , )( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )l t l ta l t z l aS l t z l q l t
t

φ φφ φ∂ ∂
+ − − − =

∂ ∂
 (7) 

where 
1
2

0
5 1.49
3

a S
n

= .  In Equation (7), ( , )l tφ  represents the total head in the 

river at a length l  and time t. Note that the representation ( , )l tφ  is different from 
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( , , )x y tφ and is equal to the latter at points ( , )x yl where the river is in contact with the 

aquifer.  Combining equation (7) with equation (1)  

( ) [ ] [ ]
2 2
3 3

0
( , ) ( , )( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) 0l t l tS x y T x y a l t z l aS l t z l

t t
φ φ φφ φ φ∂ ∂ ∂
−∇⋅ ∇ + + − − − =

∂ ∂ ∂
 (8) 

Equation (8) is our simplified forward mathematical model that describes the 

interaction between river flow and the groundwater system.  

 

2.2 The Sequential Inverse Algorithm 

 

 The SSLE approach is an extension of the SLE (successive linear estimator) 

approach (Yeh et al., 1996; Vargas-Guzman and Yeh, 2002). The SLE approach is 

essentially cokriging that seeks mean parameter fields conditioned on available primary 

information (i.e., point measurements of parameters), secondary information (i.e., 

measurements of river stage, hydraulic heads in groundwater monitoring wells), along 

with spatial covariance functions of parameters and dependent variables such as 

hydraulic heads (i.e., geologic and hydrologic structures) and their cross-covariances. The 

SLE approach is different from the classical cokriging (Yeh et al., 1995) where a linear 

relationship is assumed between the unknown parameters and observed values of 

dependant variables. However, the relationship between parameters and dependant 

variables is often non-linear and, the parameter fields estimated from classical cokriging 

can lead to significant errors between observed and simulated values of dependant 

variables (Harter et al., 1996).  The SLE approach recognizes this non-linearity and uses 

a linear estimator based on the differences in observed and simulated values successively, 

to update conditional means and covariances of the parameter estimates.  The SLE is an 
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iterative algorithm that requires evaluating the conditional covariances and 

cross-covariances regularly during the estimation procedure, and can cause numerical 

difficulties for large data sets. An SSLE avoids the numerical difficulties by including 

data sets sequentially in to the estimation process and solving the system of equations 

more efficiently.  

 In the past, the SSLE approach has been successfully applied to solving inverse 

problems in variably saturated media (e.g. Zhang and Yeh, 1997; Hanna and Yeh, 1998; 

Hughson and Yeh, 2000), hydraulic tomography (Yeh and Liu, 2000; Liu et al 2002; Zhu 

and Yeh, 2005, and 2006), electrical resistivity tomography [Yeh et al., 2002] and 

stochastic information fusion [Yeh and Simunek, 2002; Liu and Yeh, 2004]. The 

capabilities of our SSLE approach have enabled rapid development of new technologies 

more recently. These new technologies include the hydraulic/partitioning tracer 

tomography [Yeh and Zhu, 2007] for estimating DNAPL distributions and pneumatic 

tomography [Ni and Yeh, 2006].  

 In this study, we extend the SSLE algorithm to estimate transmissivity and 

storage coefficient fields for the proposed river-stage tomography. The secondary 

information we use in this study, are the head data collected from groundwater 

monitoring wells in river basins.  With a known input hydrograph to the river (excitation 

source), monitoring wells in the aquifer alone, are sufficient for the proposed river-stage 

tomography without requiring measurements of the actual river stages. An overview of 

the SSLE approach for incorporating measurements from a tomographic survey, and 

estimating the unknown parameters is presented next. A more detailed description of the 

general procedure is given in Yeh and Liu (2000) and Hughson and Yeh (2000).  
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 In the SSLE approach, we adopt for this study, the natural logs of transmissivity 

and storage coefficients are treated as stationary stochastic processes. We represent the 

heterogeneous transmissivity field as ln T T f= +  with unconditional mean T and 

perturbation f . Similarly the storage coefficient field is represented as ln S S s= + , 

with the unconditional mean S and perturbation s . Note that the use of logarithm is 

merely for the mathematical convenience (i.e., to avoid negative values of parameter 

estimates). The hydraulic head is also expressed as sum of its mean and perturbation, i.e. 

hφ φ= + . Similar to our previous studies, we seek parameters ,  c cT S and cφ , the 

conditional effective transmissivity, storage and hydraulic head respectively. The 

heterogeneous fields ,  c cT S   preserve head measurements at known locations and 

describe an effective response of the aquifer to the changes in the river stage following a 

known input hydrograph (upstream inflow history). These conditional effective fields are 

essentially, conditioned on secondary data, and few direct measurements of T and S . 

The secondary data we use in this study are the head measurements ( , , )x y tφ  observed 

at wells in the aquifer at various times.  This approach implicitly assumes that the river 

stages along the river reaches are well-characterized in time and space. 

 

 The SSLE procedure starts with a simple cokriged estimate of the parameters. 

The cokriging weights in this first estimate are calculated based on spatial covariances of 

parameters, temporal and spatial covariances of head; and the covariances between heads 

and parameters. The estimated parameters are used subsequently in a forward simulation 

of equation (9), to compute estimates of the conditional mean head field. The differences 
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between the simulated mean heads and observed heads are then evaluated at the well 

locations. A new weighted linear combination of these differences (or head residuals), is 

used to compute the subsequent estimates. Expressions for these weights are now in 

terms of residual covariances and cross-covariances. With new estimates for the 

parameters, the forward simulation is carried out again and head residuals are computed. 

This iterative procedure continues till convergence is achieved in the variance of the 

parameter fields. Note that the SSLE algorithm is different from the traditional Extended 

Kalman Filters (e.g. McLaughlin and Townley, 1996) wherein the observations at past 

times are discarded once a new state estimate is available. In the SSLE approach, all the 

observation data are used in the co-kriging equations irrespective of the time at which 

they are included sequentially in to the estimation algorithm. 

 

2.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Governing Equations 

 

 The covariances and cross-covariances used in SSLE are evaluated based on 

first-order Taylor series expansion about the means ,  T S  (Dettinger and Wilson, 1981) 

, ,ln lnT S T S

f s
T S
φ φφ φ ∂ ∂

= + +
∂ ∂

      (9) 

where  
,l n T ST

φ∂
∂

and 
,ln T SS

φ∂
∂

are the sensitivities of the hydraulic head in the 

aquifer-river system given by equation (8), with respect to transmissivity and storage 

coefficient respectively. We use an adjoint state approach [Sykes et al. 1985; Sun and Yeh, 

1992] to evaluate the sensitivities due to its efficiency. We follow the general framework 

of adjoint state analysis and derive the adjoint state equations for evaluating sensitivity of 
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head in the aquifer with respect to the aquifer properties. 

 We assume that the parameters related to flow in the river are known so that both 

T and S are the unknown parameters. By taking a variation of equations (8), (2), (3) and 

(6) we have 

( ) ( )

[ ]
1 2 1
3 3 3

0
2 2( ) ( ) 0
3 3

S S T T
t t

a z a z aS z
t l l

δφ φδ δ φ δφ

δφ φ δφδφ φ φ φ δφ
− −

∂ ∂
+ −∇ ∇ −∇ ∇ +

∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂

+ ⋅ ⋅ − + − − − =
∂ ∂ ∂

   (10) 
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Γ

Γ

=

=

=

=

∇ + ∇ ⋅ =

=

=

=

          (11) 

Let ψ  be an arbitrary function having continuous second-order derivatives in space 

and associated with the condition ( , ) 0L tψ = , where L is the length of river where it exits 

the two dimensional flow boundary. The function ψ  is defined for the river and aquifer 

as ( , )l tψ  and ( , , )x y tψ  respectively, analogous to the heads ( , )l tφ and ( , , )x y tφ . 

Multiplying equation (9) by ψ  and integrating the result over the time-space region, and 

using Green’s formulae, we have 

( )

2
3

0 0

n ( ) n ( )

0f f

t t t

t t l t

t t t t

t t
l

S T d dt S d dt T d dt
t t

T d dt T d dt a z dldt
t l

S d dl

ψ φψ δφ δ ψ δ ψ φ

ψ ψδ ψ φ δφ ψ ψ δφ φ δφ

ψδφ ψδφ

Ω Ω Ω

Γ Γ

= =

= =
Ω

∂ ∂⎛ ⎞− −∇ ∇ Ω + Ω + ∇ ∇ Ω −⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂
∇ ⋅ Γ + ∇ − ∇ ⋅ Γ + − − − +⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

Ω+ =

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫
 (12) 

In order to derive the adjoint state equation for our simplified aquifer-river system, 
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we define 

1
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=

=

∇ ⋅ =
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         (13)  

where, ft is a given observation time.  Substituting the terminal and boundary 

conditions, equation (13), for the variableψ  and the conditions, equation (11), for the 

variable δφ , in Equation (12) yields, 

( )
2
3( )

0

t l t

t t

S T d dt a z dldt
t t l

S d dt T d dt
t

ψ ψ ψψ δφ φ δφ

φδ ψ δ ψ φ

Ω

Ω Ω

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞− −∇ ∇ Ω + − − − +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∂

Ω + ∇ ∇ Ω =
∂

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
  (14)        

The variation of a performance function E [e.g. Sun 1994] with respect to the 

parameters T and S is defined as, 

t

G G GE T S d dt
T S

δ δ δ δφ
φΩ

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂
= + + Ω⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
∫ ∫       (15) 

where G is called the state function. The summation of equations (12) and (14) gives  

( )

2
3( ) 0

t t t

l t

G G GE S T d dt Td dt Sd
t T S t

a z dldt
t l

ψ φδ ψ δφ ψ φ δ ψ δ
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∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫
           (16) 

If ( , , )x y tψ  satisfies the following adjoint equation                                          

( ) [ ]
2
3

( , ) ( , )( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ) 0l t l t GS x y T x y a l t z l
t t
ψ ψ ψψ ψ

φ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

−∇ ⋅ ∇ + + − − =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

 (17) 

then the marginal sensitivities of the performance measure E to parameters lnT(xk) 
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and lnS(xk), the transmissivity and storage coefficient at location xk, ( ,k kx y ), in a 

discretized flow domain is,  

k k k

( )
ln ( ) ln ( ) ln ( )t

E G T d dt
T T TΩ

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂
= + ∇ ∇ Ω⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
∫ ∫

x
x x x

ψ φ  (18) 

k k k

( )
ln ( ) ln ( ) ln ( )t

E G S d dt
S S t SΩ

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + Ω⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
∫ ∫

x
x x x

φψ   (19) 

 

In equations (18) and (19), φ  is the solution of the primary problem (equation (8)), 

ψ  is the solution of adjoint problem (equation (17)). Once the two problems are solved 

sequentially, the sensitivities of a chosen performance function with respect to T and S 

can be calculated by numerically integrating equations (18) and (19). To estimate the T 

and S parameters based on head measurements, the function G is taken as, 

 δ( - )( - )i jG t t= x xφ  (20)  

representing the hydraulic head at location ix  and time tj, where δ is the Dirac 

delta function. 

 

3. Illustrative Examples 

 

 We use two examples in this study to validate and test the developed river stage 

tomography model for two different hypothetical aquifers.  In both the examples, our 

aim is to estimate aquifer transmissivity and storage coefficient distributions based on the 

head information collected at wells in the aquifer when river stages vary with time and 

location. The first example involves a small rectangular flow domain in a plan view 
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where the head values are available at all the locations, as well as initial and boundary 

conditions. This example demonstrates the accuracy of our estimation method for a 

well-posed (deterministic) inverse problem, where the estimated hydraulic properties are 

expected to converge to the true values. For the second example, a more realistic case (a 

stochastic inverse problem) is chosen where only limited hydraulic head measurements 

are available for a basin-scale flow domain, assuming the boundary and initial conditions 

are specified. In the following sections, description of the two flow models are given, 

followed by the implementation methodology and results. 

 

3.1 Example 1: Rectangular Flow Domain  

 

 In this example, we considered a hypothetical confined aquifer modeled over a 

small rectangular area of length 5 ft in both the directions. The east and west boundaries 

of the flow domain were specified head boundaries (see Figure 1). A river flows across 

the domain from south to the north boundary. The aquifer was discretized into 25 

rectangular elements. Each element had a uniform size of 1 ft X 1ft. The aquifer had 

spatially varying transmissivity (T) and storage coefficient (S) fields, which were 

generated by a spectral random field generator (Gutjahr, 1989). The geometric mean of T 

field was 0.1 ft2/s and the variance of lnT was 0.1, while the geometric mean of S and 

variance of ln S were 0.001 and 0.1 respectively. The correlation scales for both lnT and 

lnS were isotropic, 2 feet, and were assumed to be independent from each other. In this 

example we used a channel slope S0 = 0.01 and Manning’s roughness coefficient, n = 

0.035 for the river channel. 
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 A delta shaped river inflow was applied at the upstream point of the river at t = 0 

s. The inflow linearly increased from 2000 cfs to 3000 cfs in 0.5 s and decreased to 2000 

cfs at t = 1.0 s. Head observations were made at each node (observation well) in the flow 

domain. The total simulation time was 2s, and heads were calculated in the aquifer and 

the river at intervals of 0.1 s. Head data were recorded at intervals of 0.2 s, so that each 

well had 10 observations. We used these data to estimate the T and S fields using the 

SSLE approach. 

 Although this domain of this example is extremely small and highly idealized, 

we believe that it is sufficient and justifiable for our purpose since the aim of this case 

focuses on testing the accuracy of the estimation approach developed in this study. 

 

3.2 Example 2: Basin-Scale Study 

 

 To illustrate the capability of SSLE approach for basin-scale problems, we next 

consider the flow system in a river deposit valley, where the modeling area was 

surrounded by mountains (see Figure 2). The valley was oriented approximately 

north-south and was 42 miles long (south to north) by 19 miles wide (west to east).  This 

synthetic valley was created to mimic the geography, topography, and geology of the 

Avra valley, Tucson, Arizona (Hanson et al., 1990).  The modeling area was discretized 

into 438 elements. Each element is had a uniform size of 1 mi X 1 mi. Figure 2 shows the 

cell layout of modeling domain and the relative locations for river, observation wells, and 

the associated boundaries. The flow direction of river was from south towards north 

following an input hydrograph at the south point of the river.  Again, to create a worst 
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scenario for estimating T and S fields, two fields were assumed to be independent. In this 

example, the geometric mean was 2.13 ft2/s for T field, and 0.001 for S field. The two 

heterogeneous fields had same variance (0.1) and an isotropic correlation scale (10 mi) of 

their log-transformed values.  

 The inflow for the river was a delta shaped hydrograph (see Figure 3). In this 

example as well, we fixed the channel slope at 0.01 and the Manning’s roughness 

coefficient at 0.035 along the river channel. The total simulation time was 60,000 s, and 

the time steps were maintained at 1,000 s through the whole modeling process. Twenty 

five observation wells were randomly selected to perform the inverse modeling. At each 

observation well, heads measurements were made at time intervals of 12,000 s. All the 

prescribed boundary conditions in the modeling area were assumed to be constant (2,000 

ft) through the modeling processes. The initial conditions in the aquifer and the river prior 

to simulating the inflow event were based on the result of a steady state flow simulation 

using the boundary conditions and hydraulic property fields. 

        

3.3. Performance Assessment 

 

Performances of our estimator were evaluated using the correlation value, mean 

absolute error norm L1, and mean square error L2. The correlation between 

log-transformed true and estimated field, iχ  and ˆiχ  , respectively, is calculated from 
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where N is the total number of elements. χµ and χ̂µ are means for true and 

estimated value, respectively. In general, the larger positive value of correlation (close to 

1) is, the closer the pattern of the estimated field to that of true.  

 L1 and L2 norms are calculated using 

1

1 ˆ1
n

i i
i

L
N

χ χ
=

= −∑   and     ( )2

1

1 ˆ2 
n

i i
i

L
N

χ χ
=

= −∑     (22) 

L1 is a measure of the difference of the means of the estimated and the true fields; 

L2 is a measure of the spread of the estimated field around the true field. Generally 

speaking, the smaller values of L1 and L2 are, the better the estimated field.  Visual 

comparison is also employed as another means to evaluate the goodness of the estimated 

field. 

 In addition to the correlation analysis, L1, and L2 norms, the similarity between 

the true and estimated hydraulic property fields was also evaluated with a fuzzy 

comparison method, which has been applied to the task of comparing spatial patterns 

(Hagen, 2003).   

 This method allows a user to specify weights for both the location matching and 

value matching. The method computes similarity between the true property at a given 

element and the estimated property at the corresponding element and neighboring 

elements.  A similarity value is determined by a locational membership and an error 

membership value, which are defined below. 

 First, an exponential model the same as the statistical spatial model for the 

hydraulic properties was used to define a locational membership  
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        (23) 

In which xl and yl  are the separation distance between two compared elements in 

the x and y directions; xλ and yλ are the correlation scale of the true property field in the 

x and y directions, respectively.  Equation (17) implies that the similarity decreases with 

the ratio of the separation distance to the correlation scale.    

 The standard deviation of the true property, S, is then used as an error limit and 

to define the value of the error membership: 

1.0                                         <1

0                                                  1
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v v
S SV

v
S

⎧
−⎪⎪= ⎨

⎪ ≥⎪⎩

     (24) 

where v is the difference between  the true property at a given element and the 

estimated property at a selected element.   That is, if the difference of two properties is 

greater than the standard deviation, the two properties are judged to be completely 

different. Otherwise, a linear decay is used to determine the error membership value. 

  Each element of the true property field is compared with the estimated property 

in the same location and its neighbors (within the correlation scales) and equations (23) 

and (24) are employed to determine the locational and error membership values. For each 

pair, a similarity value then is computed by multiplying the locational membership with 

the value of the error membership.  The maximum similarity is kept after all the 

similarity values are computed for the selected element of the true property.  

 After evaluation the maximum similarity between true property at a given 

element and the estimate at the element and neighboring elements, we then applied the 
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same procedure to evaluate the maximum similarity between the estimated property of 

the same given location with the true value at the corresponding elements and 

neighboring elements. Next, the final element similarity between the true and the 

estimated properties of this element is the average of the two maximum similarities. This 

progresses until the element similarity value is computed for every element. The final 

domain similarity is the average of the final element similarity of all elements in the 

domain.   

 

4. Results and Discussion 

 

 For both examples we implemented the river-stage tomography concept in 

several steps. All the simulations started with the calculation of transient mean flows 

based on known means of transmissivity and storage coefficient as well as the slopes and 

the inflow information of the river. These time-varied mean flows were then incorporated 

into the calculation of state sensitivities, which formed the basis for calculating 

covariances and cross covariances between different random variables. These included 

fluctuations of transmissivity, hydraulic head, and storage coefficients about their 

respective mean values.  

 After calculating the mean flows for whole surface and subsurface water system, 

the inversion algorithm followed the SSLE approach but used the newly derived adjoint 

equation to solve for the sensitivity coefficients (Equation 17). Note that the observations 

at each well were known in advance, i.e. the measurements were obtained from the 

monitoring wells. These head observations were the responses of the aquifer to the 
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change in river stages based on the true transmissivity and storage coefficient fields. 

Using these observations and the mean values of the transmissivity and storage 

coefficients, we reconstructed the distributions of the aquifer transmissivity and storage 

coefficient.  

 Figures 4 and 5 present the estimated transmissivity and storage coefficient 

distributions in the deterministic inverse problem (i.e., Example 1). The values of 

similarity, L1 norm, L2 norm, and correlation for the estimated transmissivity field are 

0.986, 4.470 E-03, 5.136 E-05, and 1.000, respectively.  Meanwhile, the estimated 

storage fields have 0.841, 8.214E-02, 1.857E-02, and 0.899 for the similarity, L1 norm, 

L2 norm, and correlation, respectively.  Based on visual examinations of these two 

figures, and the assessment statistics, we conclude that when head observations are 

available at every node in the modeling domain, with full knowledge of changes of river 

stages—a well-posed inverse problem, our estimation algorithm for the river stage 

tomography accurately reconstructed the transmissivity and storage coefficient fields. 

Although the estimated storage coefficients at some locations in this example did not 

perfectly match the true values of storage coefficients everywhere, the patterns at such 

locations have been captured accurately by SSLE.   These results suggest that the 

concept of the river stage tomography as well as our stochastic estimator is 

mathematically valid. 

  For Example 2, Figure 6 shows the simulated river stages at different times and 

locations from upstream (south point) to downstream (north point). In our modeling 

period (60000 s), the input hydrograph was almost completed routed through the end of 

the river. Figure 7 shows the selected mean head spatial distributions in the modeling area 
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at times 12000 s, 24000 s, 36000 s, 48000 s, and 60000 s, respectively. In these figures 

we can clearly see the movement of the kinematic wave in the river. The movement of the 

wave induces change of the groundwater heads in the aquifer.  The overall groundwater 

head distributions show that the high head values (around 1.5 ft) occur at river locations 

and gradually decrease from river locations toward the boundaries (0.04 ft) at east and 

west sides. This phenomenon is what we expect in using the concept of river stage stimuli 

to predict the properties of the aquifer.  

 Figure 8 presents (a) the true and (b) predicted transmissivity fields using SSLE 

approach, respectively. A scatter plot of the true v.s. the predicted transmissivity field is 

shown in Figure 9.  The true and predicted storage coefficient fields are illustrated, 

respectively, in Figures 10a and 10b and their corresponding scatter plot is shown in 

Figure 11.  We found that the SSLE approach predicts well the overall patterns of 

transmissivity and storage coefficient variations in the aquifer in this ill-posed inverse 

problem. The values of similarity, L1 norm, L2 norm, and correlation for the estimated 

transmissivity field are 0.834, 0.175, 5.249E-02, and 0.747, respectively.  Meanwhile, 

the estimated storage fields have 0.852, 0.240, 0.104, and 0.576 for the similarity, L1 

norm, L2 norm, and correlation, respectively. An exact match of the estimate hydraulic 

property distributions to their true distributions was not reached due to insufficient data 

over space and time. Nevertheless, these results indicate that the general patterns of the 

hydraulic properties of the aquifer can be detected using scattered well hydrolgraphs in 

the basin and the information about the temporal variations of the river stage.   

Therefore, our proposed river stage hydraulic tomography could be a useful basin-scale 

aquifer characterization tool.  
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 We believe that the river-stage hydraulic tomography concept and our estimation 

algorithm are valid in theory but applications of this concept to a real-world situation 

would likely encounter many technological difficulties.  For instance, a well hydrograph 

may be influenced by earth tide, external loadings, barometric pressure variations, 

precipitations, even by a passing train. Influences of each source generally bear the 

source signatures and characteristics (i.e., frequencies and amplitudes).  Therefore 

different components can be sorted out if the source characteristics are known.  

Similarly, unknown noise can be denoised (Sardy et al., 2001).   The fact is that in spite 

of these complications, water level fluctuations due to pumping, barometric pressure 

variation, earth tides, etc have been widely used to estimate aquifer properties (e.g., Ritzi 

et al., 1991) as long as the signal to noise ratio is sufficiently high.    The signal to 

noise ratio may depend on the magnitude of changes in river stage and the aquifer 

hydraulic characteristics (i.e., hydraulic conductivity, specific storage or diffusivity) as 

well as confined or unconfined characteristics of the aquifer. In our noise free case, a 

small change in water level in the well remains to be useful for identifying the 

heterogeneity. 

 Our attempt to apply the proposed approach to groundwater basins in Taiwan 

(Yeh et al., 2004) has revealed that most of well hydrographs have been sampled only at 

most on the hourly basis or even longer intervals such that aquifer responses were not 

recorded to rapid flood migration in the area caused by the steep profiles of rivers in 

Taiwan.  A need for further controlled large-scale field investigations is clear of the 

relation between river stages and aquifer responses and extent of propagation of the 

excitation at various river basins.  Perhaps, more accurate and frequent sampling of river 
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stage variations and well hydrographs must be implemented in order to capture these 

signals.  Certainly, careful numerical experiments using a realistic 3-D integrated 

surface and groundwater model (e.g., HydroGeoSphere, Therrien et al., 2006) may 

provide guides to design such monitoring networks and experiments. 

 Finally, computational cost deserves further investigations. The SSLE approach 

requires solving the adjoint state equations routinely. The number of adjoint equations 

needed to be solved depends on the number of observations in space and time. If a 

basin-scale problem is considered, generally, there must be many observations over space 

and time. Under this situation, the computational cost will increase dramatically. We are 

currently in the process of developing efficient numerical techniques and parallelizing the 

simulation platforms for evaluating covariances and cross covariances associated with the 

SSLE. In addition to the computational issues, our approach also highly depends on the 

quantity and quality of measurements from wells. We therefore advocate intelligent data 

collection and analysis, which can yield more relevant information about aquifers than 

our traditional approaches. This process will significantly reduce the uncertainty in our 

site characterization and prediction efforts.   

 

5. Conclusions 

 

 We have presented a new concept that takes advantages of natural stimuli such 

as changes in river stages to estimate the aquifer properties in a large-scale (or basin-scale) 

problem. The well-posed example (i.e., the first example) illustrates that the SSLE 

approach associated with the stimuli of river stages can accurately reconstruct the true 
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aquifer properties in the area of interest. In the basin-scale example as well, the results of 

SSLE approach show high agreement with true values of the aquifer transmissivities and 

storage coefficients.  

 Overall, we have demonstrated using numerical examples that head 

measurements at various locations in the aquifer and the knowledge of the river 

hydrographs are sufficient to solve the inverse problem associated with river-stage 

tomography.  Nevertheless, actual applications of this concept and technology to field 

problems remain to be explored further. 
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  Figure 1: Plan View of the 2-D flow domain used in Example 1 
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Figure 2: Plan view of the basin-scale flow domain (Example 2) 
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Figure 3: Input hydrograph for the river in Example 2 
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Figure 4: Plot of the estimated vs true transmissivity (T) field in Example 1 
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Figure 5: Plot of the estimated vs true Storage (S) field in Example 1 
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Figure 6: Plot of head in the river at 5 different times 
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Figure 7: Head contours in the aquifer at (a) time t = 12000 s, (b) 24000 s (c) 36000 s (d) 

48000 s and (e) 60000 s. 
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Figure 8: The synthetic a) true and b) estimated transmissivity (T) field of the aquifer 

(Example 2) 
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Figure 9:  Scatter plot of estimated and true T fields. 
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Figure 10.  Plots of  a) true and b) estimated S fields for Case 2. 
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Figure 11.  Scatter plot of the true and estimated S field for case 2. 
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ABSTRACT 

 Fracture zones and their connectivity in geologic media are of great importance 

to ground water resources management as well as ground water contamination prevention 

and remediation. In this paper, we applied a recently developed hydraulic tomography 

technique and an analysis algorithm (sequential successive linear estimator) to synthetic 

fractured media.  The application aims to explore the potential utility of the technique 

and the algorithm for characterizing fracture zone distribution and their connectivity.  

Results of this investigation showed that using hydraulic tomography with a limited 

number of wells, the fracture zone distribution and its connectivity (general pattern) can 

be mapped satisfactorily although estimated hydraulic property fields are smooth. As the 

number of wells and monitoring ports increases, the fracture zone distribution and 

connectivity become vivid and the estimated hydraulic properties approach true values. 

We hope that the success of this application may promote the development and 

application of the new generations of technology (i.e., hydraulic, tracer, pneumatic 

tomographic surveys, etc.) for mapping fractures and other features in geologic media. 
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INTRODUCTION 

To quantitatively comprehend, describe, and predict flow and solute transport 

processes in fractured geologic media as well as to remediate contamination in such 

media, effective mathematical models and characterization approaches are essential.  

The following paragraphs provide a brief review of advances in the development of 

conceptual models and characterization/monitoring technologies associated with 

fractured geologic media. 

A fractured geologic medium is mere a mixture of two distinct populations of voids 

(i.e., fracture zones and pores of porous medium).  Fracture zones belong to a void 

population that has a low mean porosity value and a small standard deviation but may 

have great lateral continuity (e.g., apertures, fracture lengths, and widths).  On the other 

hand, the pores of the matrix belong to another void population that has a large mean 

porosity value with a large standard deviation and has relatively short spatial continuity 

(mean void diameter).  Our inability to characterize these two void populations in detail 

and consideration of practicality issues over the past few decades have led to the creation 

of the equivalent homogenous porous media concept (Bear, 1972) for analysis of flow 

through fractured rocks.  This conceptual model assumes that fracture density of a 

fractured geologic medium is sufficiently high so that the representative elementary 

volume for porous media can be employed and the fractured medium thus has uniform 

properties.  Failure of this approach to consider the effects of slow transfer process 

between fractures and the matrix consequently have promoted the development and use 

of dual porosity/mass transfer model (e.g., Barenblatt et al., 1960; Duguid and Lee, 1977; 

Gerke and van Genuchten, 1993).  The dual porosity models, in essence, homogenize a 
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fractured geologic media into a region that consists of a single continuum consisting of 

both fractures and the matrix but the pore space for fractures and matrix are idealized to 

be separate; the two pore spaces communicate via diffusion type mass transport processes.  

A dual permeability/continuum model, on the other hand, treats flow in both fractures and 

matrix separately, but the two homogeneous continua are connected through a 

fracture-matrix interaction process. While the dual porosity/permeability models 

overcome the difficulty associated with the equivalent homogeneous porous media 

approach to describe the slow mass transport process between fractures and matrix, the 

model still is limited to description of flow and transport behaviors averaged over a large 

volume of fractured media. Such an averaged behavior seldom satisfies our interest since 

the scale of our interest is much finer than the averaging volume of the dual 

porosity/permeability model.  The desire of high-resolution predictions therefore has led 

to the development of discrete fracture network models (e.g., Dershowitz and Einstein, 

1988; Cacas et al., 1990) and a stochastic continuum approach (e.g., Neuman, 1987; 

Ando et al., 2003, Illman and Hughson, 2005, and others). The discrete fracture approach 

demands detailed mappings of fracture spatial distribution and their connectivity (e.g., a 

deterministic heterogeneous approach). Uncertainty in mapping fracture distribution and 

connectivity due to our limited technology then become the logic behind the development 

of the stochastic continuum conceptual model. In a stochastic continuum approach, the 

distribution of fractures and fracture properties are treated as random fields, similar to 

stochastic representation of heterogeneous porous media.  Uncertainty due to limited 

characterization as such can be assessed (see Muldoon and Bradbury, 2005). 

Based on these conceptual models, different techniques for fractured rock 
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characterization have evolved over the past few decades.  For example, Hsieh et al 

(1985) developed and conducted cross-hole hydraulic tests to obtain anisotropy of the 

large-scale effective hydraulic conductivity by treating the fractured rock to be an 

equivalent homogeneous medium. Illman and Neuman (2000, 2001, 2003) and Illman 

and Tartakovsky (2005a,b) studied flow in unsaturated fractured tuffs and fracture 

connectivity through cross-hole pneumatic injection tests. More recently, Vesselinov et al. 

(2001) used a numerical inverse model to analyze cross-hole pneumatic injection tests 

conducted by Illman (1999) and showed that the delineation of subsurface heterogeneity 

in both permeability and porosity is possible through pneumatic tomography. Several 

other researchers (Guimerà et al., 1995; Hsieh, 1998; Marechal et al., 2004; 

Martinez-Landa and Carrera, 2005; Illman and Tartakovsky, 2006, and many others) 

interpreted various hydraulic tests conducted at different scales in fractured crystalline 

rocks, while other researchers utilized cross-hole flowmeter tests to characterize fractured 

rocks (e.g., Williams and Paillet, 2002; Le Borgne et al., 2006). According to Williams 

and Paillet (2002) and Le Borgne et al. (2006), cross-hole flowmeter pulse tests define 

subsurface connections between discrete fractured intervals through short periods of 

pumping and the corresponding monitoring of pressure pulse propagation using a 

flow-meter. Day-Lewis et al. (2000) identified fracture-zone geometry using simulated 

annealing and hydraulic-connection data.  Few of these studies however were able to 

describe how these fractures are connected in space. 

Aforementioned studies highlighted the importance of connectivity of fractures and 

heterogeneity. Connected fractures are known to be major conduits for flow and solutes 

in geologic environments and they can have significant impacts on environmental as well 
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as natural resources issues. However, the concept of connectivity as well as measurement 

techniques and modeling approaches are still under considerable debate (e.g., Knudby 

and Carrera, 2005, 2006; and Illman, 2004). 

In an attempt to further the characterization approaches of fractured rocks and their 

connectivity, Day-Lewis et al. (2003) demonstrated a strategy to identify preferential 

flow paths in fractured rocks by combining geophysical data and conventional hydraulic 

tests. In particular, these authors utilized cross-well difference attenuation 

ground-penetrating radar to monitor saline-tracer migration at the Mirror Lake site in 

New Hampshire.  Day-Lewis et al. (2006) further conducted an integrated interpretation 

of field experimental cross-hole radar, tracer, and hydraulic data at a fractured rock 

aquifer at the same site and found that combining time-lapse geophysical monitoring with 

conventional hydrologic measurements improved the characterization of a fractured-rock 

aquifer.  Hestir et al., 1998 and Datta-Gupta, A. et al., 1995 used classical hydrologic 

inverse modeling approach to characterize fractured rocks. 

In spite of these advances in hydrologic and geophysical characterization 

technologies, few of these traditional methods of site characterization and data analysis 

have been able to yield satisfactory 3-D mapping of fracture connectivity as well as 

fracture patterns in most geologic media. Recent advances in characterization of spatially 

distributed hydraulic properties of heterogeneous aquifers using hydraulic tomography 

(HT) (e.g., Gottlieb and Dietrich, 1995, Renshaw, 1996, Vasco et al., 2000, Yeh and Liu, 

2000, McDermott et al., 2003, Brauchler et al., 2003, Zhu and Yeh, 2005 and 2006 and 

others) may have shown us a promising solution to this difficult problem.   

 In simple terms, HT is a sequential cross-hole hydraulic test followed by 
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inversion of all the data to identify the spatial distribution of aquifer hydraulic properties. 

Specifically, HT involves installation of multiple wells in an aquifer, which are 

partitioned into several intervals along the depth using packers.  A sequential aquifer test 

at selected intervals is subsequently conducted.  During the test, water is injected or 

withdrawn (i.e., a pressure excitation) at a selected interval in a given well and pressure 

responses of the subsurface are then monitored at other intervals at this well and other 

wells. This test produces a set of pressure excitation/response data of the subsurface. 

Once a test is completed, the pump is moved to another interval and the test is repeated to 

collect another set of data.  The same test is applied to all of the intervals at all of the 

wells.  The data sets from all tests are then processed by a mathematical model to 

estimate the spatial distribution of hydraulic properties of the aquifer.  In essence, a set 

of pressure data due to one pressure excitation in a HT test is analogous to a snapshot of 

subsurface heterogeneity illuminated by a light source at the excitation location.  

Repeating the test at different intervals then is the same as taking snapshots of the 

heterogeneity using the lights at different locations.  The inverse modeling is merely an 

algorithm that synthesizes all the snapshots to portray a 3-D distribution of a hydraulic 

property in the test volume.   

 Using sandbox experiments and an HT analysis algorithm (sequential successive 

linear estimator, SSLE by Yeh and Liu,2000),  Liu et al. (2002) ) and Illman et al. (2007) 

demonstrated that steady-state HT is an effective technique for depicting the hydraulic 

conductivity heterogeneity with only a limited number of invasive observations.  

Recently, Zhu and Yeh (2005 and 2006) extended SSLE for steady-state HT to transient 

HT.  While both steady and transient HTs remain to be fully assessed in the field, there 
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are some encouraging results from recent sand box experiments for transient HT (Liu et 

al., 2007).  Not only did transient HT identify the pattern of the hydraulic conductivity 

heterogeneity but also the variation of specific storage values in the sandbox.  More 

interestingly, Liu et al. (2007) using the estimated fields successfully predicted the 

observed drawdown as a function of time of an independent aquifer test. Likewise, a 

recent application of HT to a well field at Montalto Uffugo Scalo, Italy produced an 

estimated transmissivity field that is deemed consistent with the geology of the site 

(Straface et al., 2007).   

 Different from most geophysical tomographic surveys, which estimate spatial 

distributions of electric-magnetic properties (e.g., electrical resistivity or/and dielectric 

constants) of geologic media, HT excites fractured media using pressure perturbations 

and determines hydraulic conductivity and specific storage distributions in the media 

directly.  Fracture zones generally have higher hydraulic conductivity and lower specific 

storage values than the rock matrix.  Pressure excitations thereby propagate rapidly 

through connected fractures (i.e., preferential flow paths) as opposed to the rock matrix.  

Therefore, delineating high hydraulic conductivity and low specific storage distributions 

is tantamount to mapping fracture distribution and connectivity in geologic media.   HT 

as such is a potentially viable characterization technology for mapping fracture zone 

distributions and its connectivity. 

 The purpose of this paper is to apply a recently developed hydraulic tomography 

data analysis algorithm (SSLE) to synthetic fractured media to explore the potential 

utility of the hydraulic tomographic survey concept as well as the algorithm for 

characterizing fracture zone connectivity or fracture zone distribution.  Success of this 
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application, we hope, may promote the use of hydraulic, tracer, pneumatic tomographic 

surveys for mapping fracture zones. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 This section describes a computer tool kit (VSAFT2) that is used to conduct the 

numerical experiments to investigate the feasibility of using hydraulic tomography to 

detect fracture zone connectivity and distribution.  Specifically, it describes the 

governing flow equations for ground water flow in fractured rocks, and it provides a brief 

background about a stochastic estimator (sequential successive linear estimator, SSLE) 

that uses pressure head and in-situ hydraulic properties to map the fracture zone pattern.  

Detailed algorithm of SSLE for the hydraulic tomography analysis is available in Zhu 

and Yeh (2005).   

 

Ground water Flow in Saturated, Fractured Media 

 SSLE assumes that a fractured porous medium can be treated as a heterogeneous 

continuum that consists of a highly permeable hydraulic conductivity field and low 

specific storage field (i.e., fractures) embedded in a less permeable rock matrix, which 

has higher specific storage values.  Ground water flow through this continuum medium 

thereby can be described by the following equation: 

[ (x) ] (x ) (x)p s
HK H Q S
t

∂
∇ ⋅ ∇ + =

∂
               (1) 

subject to boundary and initial conditions:  

11
HH =Γ ,  qHK =⋅∇ Γ2

])([ nx ,  and 00 HH t ==      (2) 

where in equation (1), H is total head (L), x is the spatial coordinate (x = {x,z}, (L), 
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and z represents the vertical coordinate and is positive upward), Q(xp) is the pumping rate 

per unit volume of the aquifer (1/T) at the location xp, K(x) is the saturated hydraulic 

conductivity (L/T), and Ss(x)  is the specific storage (L-1). In equation (2), H1 is the 

prescribed total head at Dirichlet boundary Γ1, q is the specific flux (L/T) at Neumann 

boundary Γ2, n is a unit vector normal to the union of Γ1 and Γ2, and H0 represents the 

initial total head.   To apply equation (1) to a fractured rock, K and Ss of the equation 

are considered to be spatial variables: fracture zones have large K and small Ss values 

while rock matrix has small K and large Ss values.  Equation (1) as such considers that 

the fractured rock is a heterogeneous continuum that inherently includes the 

communication or interaction between fracture zones and matrix. Equations (1) and (2) 

are solved by a 2-D finite element approach developed by Yeh et al. (1993), and they are 

the forward model for the analysis of hydraulic tomography in fractured media.   

 

Sequential Successive Linear Estimator 

 To interpret data from hydraulic tomography to identify fracture zone 

distributions and connectivity in geologic media (inverse modeling), we use the SSLE, 

which is an extension of the SLE (Successive Linear Estimator) approach (Yeh et al., 

1996; Yeh and Zhang, 1996; Zhang and Yeh, 1997; Hanna and Yeh, 1998; 

Vargas-Guzman and Yeh, 1999, 2002; Hughson and Yeh, 2000).  The SLE approach is 

built upon cokriging or a multivariate linear estimator (Yeh et al., 1995), which is based 

on the Bayesian formalism (Kitanidis, 1986) that seeks mean parameter fields 

conditioned on available point data as well as geologic and hydrologic structures (i.e., 

spatial covariance functions of parameters and hydraulic heads, and their 
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cross-covariance functions).  Cokriging is a stochastic estimator that approximates the 

nonlinear relation between hydraulic properties and the hydraulic head using a linear 

approach.  To overcome this linear approach, the SLE successively employs a linear 

estimator that uses the differences between observed and simulated hydraulic heads to 

update both conditional means and covariances of the estimates.  As a stochastic 

estimator analogous to the direct method of the deterministic approach without directly 

using an objective function (Yeh, 1986), SLE is conceptually similar to, but 

methodologically different from the maximum a posteriori (McLaughlin and Townley, 

1996) and the quasi-linear geostatistical inverse approach (Kitanidis, 1995), which 

explicitly minimize the difference between the observed and simulated system responses.  

On the other hand, SLE’s mathematical algorithm is similar to that of the Kalman filter 

but their motivations are different.  SLE updates the statistical moments iteratively to 

consider the nonlinear relation between parameters and responses of a system, while the 

classical Kalman filter updates the moments for inclusion of new information collected at 

new time.        

  The SLE concept also leads to the sequential algorithm of SSLE, which 

sequentially includes the data sets collected from the hydraulic tomography and updates 

covariances and cross-covariances during the estimation process.  This sequential data 

inclusion concept is similar to that in the Kalman filter algorithm but the sequential 

inclusion of data in SSLE aims to avoid solving large systems of equations and to reduce 

numerical difficulties.  

 During the last decade, the SLE and SSLE method has been successfully applied 

to parameter estimations in variably saturated media (e.g., Zhang and Yeh, 1997; 
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Hughson and Yeh, 2000), steady-state hydraulic tomography (Yeh and Liu, 2000; Liu et 

al., 2002), electrical resistivity tomography (Yeh et al., 2002); and stochastic information 

fusion (Yeh and Šimůnek, 2002; Liu and Yeh, 2004).   Recently, Zhu and Yeh (2005) 

extended this approach to incorporate transient hydraulic head data to estimate both 

hydraulic conductivity and specific storage fields. Yeh and Zhu (2007) more recently 

further expanded the SSLE algorithm to combine hydraulic tomography and partitioning 

tracer tomography for detecting DNAPLs in the subsurface. We therefore only briefly 

present the general concept of the SSLE below.  

 To characterize the heterogeneity of geologic formations, the SSLE algorithm 

treats the natural logs of saturated hydraulic conductivity and specific storage as 

stochastic processes. It therefore assumes lnK= [ ]lnE K  + f and lnSs= [ ]lnE Ss + s, 

where [ ]lnE K and [ ]lnE Ss  are mean values, ln denotes natural logarithm, and f and s 

denote the perturbations of the natural logarithm of the processes. The transient hydraulic 

head response to a pumping test is represented by H= H +h, where H  is the mean and 

h is the perturbation. Substituting these stochastic variables into equation (1), and taking 

the expected value of the equation, given some observations of head and parameters yield 

a conditional mean flow equation  

[ (x) ] (x ) (x) con
con con p con

HK H Q Ss
t

∂
∇ ⋅ ∇ + =

∂
             (3) 

where conK , conH , and consS  are approximate conditional mean hydraulic 

conductivity, hydraulic head and specific storage, respectively. The mean hydraulic 

conductivity and specific storage can be converted from [ ]lnE K  and [ ]lnE Ss .  Based 

on this equation, SSLE seeks the mean fields of hydraulic conductivity and specific 
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storage, conditioned on the information from transient hydraulic tomography and some 

direct measurements of K and Ss.   

 The SSLE estimation procedure starts with a weighted linear combination of 

measurements of the parameters and transient head data at different locations to obtain 

the first estimate of the parameters.  That is, 

(1)
0

ˆ ( ) T T
obs obsζ = +x λ ζ µ ε                            (4) 

where (1)
0

ˆ ( )ζ x is the parameter to be estimated at location 0x and obsζ is a vector of 

measured parameters at various locations; the superscript (1) denotes the first estimate; 

obsε  is the vector of observed hydraulic responses of the fractured rock at various 

observation locations during the first aquifer test. The weights ( λ andµ ; superscript T 

denotes transpose) represent the contribution of these observations to the estimate at 

location 0x .  They are determined based on statistical moments (namely, means, and 

covariances) of parameters, the covariances of heads in space and time, and the 

cross-covariances between heads and parameters. Equation (4) is applied to every 

element of the modeling domain to derive the first estimated parameter fields (e.g., K and 

or sS ).  Conditional covariances of the parameters are also evaluated. 

 The estimated parameter field or fields from cokriging is or are then used in the 

mean flow equation (3) to calculate conditional mean heads at sampling times induced by 

the pumping  (i.e., forward simulation).  Subsequently, differences between the 

simulated and observed heads at sampling locations 1( )( )
obs −ε ε  are determined.  A 

weighted linear combination of these differences is then used to improve the previous 

estimates afterward.  That is, 
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    ( 1) ( ) ( )
0 0

ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )r r (r)
obsζ ζ+ = + −r x x ω ε ε      (5) 

where ( )rω are the weights at iteration r and they are evaluated using the statistical 

moments reflecting effects of conditioning from known data (i.e. conditional moments).  

Equation (5) is also applied to every elements of the model domain and the weights are 

used to update the conditional covariance.  Afterward, iterations between the forward 

simulation and the estimation (i.e., the above procedures) continue until the improvement 

in the estimates diminishes to a prescribed value (the variance of the estimated field 

stabilizes and the differences become small). 

   As indicated by Vargas-Guzman and Yeh (2002) and Yeh and Šimůnek (2002), in 

previous SSLE approaches, the method of adding different data sets sequentially is valid 

only for linear systems.  The relations between transient head information from different 

tests and the hydraulic parameters, however, are nonlinear; the sequential approach thus 

cannot fully exploit the head information. Furthermore, adding datasets in different 

sequences can lead to different estimates and therefore Zhu and Yeh (2005) introduced a 

new loop iteration scheme to circumvent this problem. 

 During a transient pumping test, one often records a large number of head 

observations at different times. As stated by Sun and Yeh (1992), inclusion of all transient 

head data at different times improves the estimates and decreases the head misfit because 

simultaneous inclusion considers the temporal correlation of transient heads.  Zhu and 

Yeh (2005) however showed that the transient heads at different times are highly 

correlated. Our approach therefore includes in the estimation only some selected 

observed heads at some early and late times during a pumping activity.    
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NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

VSAFT2 and numerical experiments based on a hypothetical aquifer were employed 

to investigate the feasibility of detecting fracture zones and their connectivity using 

hydraulic tomography.   All the numerical experiments were conducted using a 

computer code with a graphical user interface (GUI) program, VSAFT2 (Variably 

Saturated Flow and Transport in two dimensions) available for free at 

www.hwr.arizona.edu/yeh. The hypothetical aquifer was a two-dimensional vertical 

square domain of 40 ×40 square meters with prescribed constant hydraulic head 

boundaries of 100 m around the domain (Figure 1). The domain was discretized into 40 

×40 (1600) elements of 1×1 square meter in size. Using the GUI, we created orthogonal 

fracture zone sets embedded in a rock matrix. The sets consist of five vertical facture 

zones and two horizontal ones.  These orthogonal fractures are often found in some 

geologic media (e.g., Slough et al., 1999).   Notice that the synthetic fractures have a 

width of 1 meter, implying that the control volume embedded in equation (1) consists of 

many fractures of sizes smaller than 1 meter.  Therefore, the term, fracture, used in this 

study implicitly denotes a fracture zone and the interaction between small scale fractures 

and the rock matrix within this volume is omitted. To maximize the number of 

intersections of fractures and bore holes, we assumed that hydraulic tomography 

boreholes were drilled at an angle into the domain.   

To explore the feasibility of hydraulic tomography for characterizing the fracture 

zones in the hypothetical aquifer, we used the forward model in VSAFT2 to simulate 

ground water head responses, induced by sequential pumping at selected 9 locations 

(Figure 1).  These locations were located at the intersection of the borehole and fracture 
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such that extents of pressure excitations due to pumping were maximized.  The pumping 

rate for each of the nine pumping events was set to be 0.5 m3/min and constant over 0.5 

minutes, which is the total simulation time for the survey. The initial hydraulic head 

distribution was spatially uniform with a value of 100 m.  The transient pressure 

responses of the aquifer caused by the pumping were simulated using a dynamic time 

stepping with an initial time step of 0.001 min, time step multiplier of 1.2, and a 

maximum allowable time step of 0.05 min.  The transient aquifer responses during each 

pumping test were recorded at 30 (or 42) pressure monitoring ports along the boreholes, 

depending on the cases to be discussed later (see Figure 1).  In theory, pressure sensors 

should be installed everywhere along the boreholes so that any pressure activity or 

inactivity along any portion of the borehole can be detected.  Such a dense deployment 

of sensors would increase cost and computational efforts drastically.   To minimize the 

number of sensors and computational efforts, we installed a monitoring sensor at every 

intersection of fracture and borehole, and sensors were placed sparsely along the borehole 

where no fracture is present.   Furthermore, the hydraulic conductivity and specific 

storage values along each borehole were specified assuming that they were measured 

during the implementation of the boreholes. With these responses, known pumping rates 

and locations as well as the hydraulic conductivity and specific storage measurements, 

we subsequently used the SSLE of VSAFT2 to identify the hydraulic conductivity and 

specific storage distributions of the aquifer. Through the distribution of identified 

hydraulic conductivities, we investigate the extent, distribution, and interconnectivity of 

fracture zones.  

Based on above mentioned fracture patterns and test strategies, four cases were 
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investigated.  Case 1 was designed to study the ability of SSLE to estimate the fracture 

hydraulic conductivity distribution if the value and distribution of Ss are known a priori.  

In this case, the hydraulic conductivity of the fracture zones was assumed to be 10 m/min, 

while the hydraulic conductivity of the rock matrix was homogeneous and equals to 0.5 

m/min. The specific storage Ss of matrix is 0.0002 1/m and of fractures is 0.00001 1/m.  

We also assume that only wells #1 and #2 (see Figure 1) were available for the hydraulic 

tomographic survey in this case.  Inputs to the SSLE of VSAFT2 consist of guessed 

mean, variance and correlation scales of the hydraulic conductivity field in the x and z 

directions (i.e., 6.7 m/min, 1.2 m2/min2, 10m and 8m, respectively). These values were 

chosen arbitrarily based on results of the previous investigation by Yeh and Liu (2000), 

which reported that these parameters do not affect the estimation significantly when large 

numbers of pressure head data are used, in particular, during hydraulic tomography. We 

also experimented with several different guessed parameter values and results confirmed 

Yeh and Liu (2000)’s finding.  

Subsequently, we used the simulation domain and the simulated responses of the 

aquifer in case 1 to simultaneously estimate both the hydraulic conductivity and specific 

storage distributions of the aquifer.  This case is designated as Case 2, which involved 

only wells #1 and #2.  The inputs to SSLE for the hydraulic conductivity are the same as 

in case 1 while the mean, variance, correlation scales in x and z directions of Ss are 

0.0001 1m− , 0.68 2m− , 10 m, and 8 m, respectively. 

To investigate the effects of the contrast of the hydraulic conductivity and specific 

storage values between fracture zones and matrix as well as heterogeneity of matrix 

hydraulic properties on the results of estimation, the value of the hydraulic conductivity 
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of the fracture zones of the aquifer remains to be 10.0 m/min, while the overall hydraulic 

conductivity of the rock matrix was reduced and generated as a spatially heterogeneous 

field in Case 3. The spatially varying hydraulic conductivity field of the rock matrix was 

generated by a random field generator (Gutjahr; 1989), assuming a long normal 

distribution with a geometric mean of 0.10 m/min and a variance of 0.01 m2/min2. The 

correlation structure of K for the matrix was assumed to be exponential and its correlation 

scale in x and z directions were 10 m and 2 m, respectively. The specific storage Ss of 

matrix was 0.001 1m−  and of fractures was 0.00001 1m− ; their spatial variability was 

considered to be negligible. Guessed mean values for K and Ss are 0.67m/min and 7.7e-5 

1m −  and associated variances are 1.2 m/min and 0.68 2m− .  The correlation scales were 

the same as in the previous cases.  Only wells #1 and 2 were utilized in the case. 

Lastly, using the same aquifer with the generated hydraulic properties in case 3, we 

investigated the effects of increasing the number of monitoring ports by adding two more 

wells (Wells #3 and 4, see Figure 1) on estimating the hydraulic property distributions of 

the fractured rock (case 4).  The guessed input parameter values were the same as those 

of case 3. 

 

Performance Assessment 

Performances of our estimator were evaluated using the correlation value, mean 

absolute error norm L1 and mean square error L2. The correlation between 

log-transformed true and estimated field, iχ  and ˆiχ  , respectively, is calculated from 
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where N is the total number of elements. χµ and χ̂µ are means for true and 

estimated value, respectively. In general, the larger positive value of correlation (close to 

1) is, the closer the pattern of the estimated field to that of true.  

 L1 and L2 norms are calculated using 
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L1 is a measure of the difference of the means of the estimated and the true fields; 

L2 is a measure of the spread of the estimated field around the true field. Generally 

speaking, the smaller values of L1 and L2 are, the better the estimated field.  Visual 

comparison is also employed as another means to evaluate the goodness of the estimated 

field. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Pressure responses were monitored at the 30 monitoring ports. About 90% of total 

drawdown occurred in the first 0.05 minutes for case 1 and 2, and 0.3 minutes for case 3 

and 4. Drawdown data at 0.01, 0.05, 0.15, 0.30, and 0.50 minutes were selected.  Using 

these transient data at these sampling times, we ran SSLE of VSAFT2 and identified the 

hydraulic property distribution of the domain.  

Figure 2 shows the estimated K distribution in case 1 in which two slanted wells 

(solid lines) were used and the Ss distribution for the entire domain was assumed to be 

known beforehand.  With the same well configuration, sampling strategy, and recorded 
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hydrographs, we then estimated both K and Ss simultaneously (i.e., without assuming 

that Ss field is known a priori, case 2.)  The estimated K field is plotted in Figure 3. A 

comparison of these two figures indicates that the overall connectivity of fracture zones 

has been captured in both cases.  The performance assessment criteria (L1, L2, and 

correlation value) indicate that case 2 did a better job than case 1.  However, a visual 

examination reveals that estimated overall pattern (connectivity of fracture zones) 

appears to be better depicted in case 1.  In case 1, the prescribed Ss field apparently 

reduces the degree of freedom for the K field to be estimated, but the estimation problem 

remains ill posed.  Therefore, some large values of K appear at the vicinity of the true 

fracture locations, which may have attributed to the poor statistics.   Estimated Ss field 

as well as evaluation statistics for case 2 are illustrated in Figure 4. This Ss field does not 

correspond well with the true field, as indicated by the low correlation value between the 

true and the estimated Ss fields. The poorly estimated Ss field may compensate the 

anomalous values of K in the estimated K field in case 1 and makes them disappear in 

case 2.   

Effects of contrast in hydraulic properties between fractures and matrix on the 

estimation were studied in case 3, where K field of the matrix is spatially varying with a 

mean of 0.1 m/min (100 times smaller than the K value of the fracture).  The detected 

fracture pattern as well as the correlation value is similar to that of case 2 but the spatial 

continuity of the fractures is not as vivid as in case 2 (Figure 5).  The L1, and L2 values 

of the estimates for this case are larger than those of case 2.  This may be attributed to 

the fact that the degree of nonlinearity between the pressure head and hydraulic 

properties become more significant as the contrast increases.  As a result, the SSLE 
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algorithm cannot bring about as much information of the fracture zone as in the case 

where the nonlinearity or contrast is small. The variability of the matrix K is found to be 

negligible.  

In case 4, we investigated the effects of increasing the number of pressure monitoring 

ports and wells on the estimation.  Specifically, two additional slanted wells (Wells #3 

and 4) with additional 12 pressure sensors were added to the domain of case 3 (see Figure 

1).  Pumping locations and the number of pumping tests remained the same as those in 

case 3.  The estimated K and Ss distribution are shown in figures 6 and 7, respectively, 

and the corresponding estimation variance (uncertainty) of K field is illustrated in Figure 

8.  As expected, an increase in the number of observation of hydraulic heads increases 

the resolution of the estimated fracture pattern as indicated by the value of correlation as 

well as the visual examination, in comparison to those of cases 1, 2, and 3.  L1 and L2 

norms however increase in comparison with the other cases, indicating appearances of 

some anomalous values in the estimated fields.  Nevertheless, the secondary fracture 

zone (the second fracture from upper left corner) becomes vivid and the fracture elbow 

around the location with coordinates (15 m and 10 m) becomes apparent.  Overall, the 

estimated high K distribution corresponds well with the true fracture pattern.  Similarly, 

the estimated Ss field starts to resemble the fracture pattern (Figure 7); its correlation 

value is about twice of that of case 2.   The estimation variance or uncertainty 

associated with the estimated K field is illustrated in Figure 8, where the lowest variances 

are along the boreholes where K values are specified.  The variances in the area between 

boreholes also show low values as expected. 

Figure 9 shows the estimated K field using simulated steady-state pressure head 
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information from the same data set of case 4.  This result and statistics are better than 

those of case 4.  Therefore, we conclude that steady-state head information is as useful 

as the transient head information.  As explained by Wu et al. (2005), hydraulic head at 

large time observed at a well is sensitive to heterogeneity within the area of influence 

during a pumping event although is more sensitive to heterogeneity near the pumping and 

the observation wells.  The early portion of the transient hydraulic head at an 

observation well during pumping is highly influenced by the specific storage of a limited 

volume or area between the observation and the pumping wells and is only weakly 

related to K in the same area.  In other words, the steady or late time head information is 

mathematically a function of K values over the entire area of influence while that of 

transient head is over a much smaller area and also is a function of Ss.  Steady state 

tomographic survey thereby produces many non-overlapped equations and the SSLE 

effectively solves the system of equations. In addition, interpretation of steady-state 

hydraulic tomography data using SSLE is faster than that of transient data.  The 

difference nevertheless varies with sampling time and simulation time step.  But steady 

head information is always influenced by boundary conditions which may be uncertain in 

many real world situations Illman et al., (2007).  Therefore, the answer to the question 

of which data set is more effective may vary depending on situations.  

   At last, these synthetic fractured aquifers and our numerical experiments are 

highly idealized and more efforts (such as tracer tests or tracer tomography, e.g., Yeh and 

Zhu, 2007) are needed to fully assess the ability of hydraulic tomography to detect 

fracture connectivity and distribution at much smaller scales than the fracture zones 

examined in this study.  Moreover, in field situations, K contrasts in fractured rock can 
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exceed those considered here (factor of 100) by several orders of magnitude. In such 

situations, the inversion becomes highly nonlinear and difficult. However, we contend 

that we have demonstrated that hydraulic tomography in theory is a viable technique for 

mapping fracture zones and their connectivity.  In addition, we have shown that the 

SSLE (perhaps, other geostatistically based inverse or estimation algorithm) without 

invoking any zonation concepts can easily detect spatial patterns of fracture zones 

although estimation of the true values of fracture zones remains to be improved. 

   

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 We applied hydraulic tomography and the SSLE algorithm to map hydraulic 

properties distribution in synthetic fractured aquifers (aquifers with two distinct K and Ss 

fields).  Results of this study are interesting and exciting.  Hydraulic tomography with 

the SSLE can satisfactorily map the high hydraulic conductivity zones (preferential flow 

paths), which reflect the fracture pattern and its connectivity in the fractured aquifers 

although estimated values of K and Ss fields are smoother than the true fields. As the 

number of wells and monitoring ports increases, the contrast between fracture zones and 

the rock matrix becomes vivid and in turn, fracture distribution and connectivity, and the 

estimated hydraulic properties approach true values.  

 The synthetic fractured aquifers certainly are idealized, but we believe that this 

work is a step forward in detecting fracture pattern and connectivity in the field.  We 

urge the developments and applications of hydraulic tomography and fusion of hydraulic, 

tracer, and geophysical tomographic surveys (see Yeh and Zhu, 2007 and Yeh et al., 2007) 

to fractured geologic media.  We hope that in the near future, the long standing problem 
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associated characterization and prediction of flow and solute transport in fractured media 

can be resolved. 
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Figure 1. Fracture pattern and well layouts used in this study. 
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Figure 2. Estimated hydraulic conductivity field in case 1: Ss field is prescribed.  
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Figure 3. Estimated hydraulic conductivity field in case 1 where K and Ss were 
estimated. 
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Figure 4.  Estimated Ss field in case 1 where K and Ss were estimated. 
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Figure 5.  Estimated hydraulic conductivity field in case 3 (K of fracture is 20 

times of K of matrix).  
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Figure 6.  Estimated K field in case 4 in which four wells were used. 
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Figure 7.  Estimated Ss field in case 4 in which four wells were used. 
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Figure 8.  Estimation variance (uncertainty) associated with estimated lnK in case 4. 
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Figure 9.  Estimated K field using steady-state pressure head in case 4. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a new parameter identification method is developed which allows for 

simultaneous inclusion of all observed hydrographs from hydraulic tomography to map 

aquifer heterogeneity.  A procedure is then recommended that aims at diagnosing and 

denoising observed hydrographs, and subsequently, methods that exploit these 

hydrographs are introduced for estimating effective parameters, boundary conditions, and 

statistical spatial structures of heterogeneity, which are the required inputs for the new 

hydraulic tomography analysis method.  This new method and the data processing 

procedure are tested in a synthetic aquifer and subsequently applied to a sand box 

experiment.  The estimated parameter fields for the sand box experiment are validated 

by predicting the head distribution induced by an independent pumping test, data from 

which was not used in the hydraulic tomography analysis.  The result of the validation 

suggests that hydraulic tomography can correctly portray heterogeneity in the sand box 

and the head distribution from an independent pumping test can be predicted accurately if 

the heterogeneity and boundary conditions are fully characterized.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, Wu et al. [2005] have showed that the classical cross-well aquifer test and 

analysis yielded ambiguous spatial-average hydraulic properties of an aquifer, which 

various with the observation and pumping wells and heterogeneity.  Their theoretical 

findings were later confirmed by sandbox and field experiments by Liu et al. [2007] and 

Straface et al. [2007], respectively.  Likewise, analysis of a field aquifer test using 

eleven monitoring wells by Wen et al. [2007] found that the effective transmissivity and 

storage coefficient estimates and transmissivity anisotropy vary with time and depending 

on the number of observation wells used in the analysis.   

To overcome these problems associated with the classical aquifer test and to provide 

high-resolution aquifer characterization, a new aquifer characterization technology, 

known as hydraulic tomography (HT), has recently been developed [e.g., Gottlieb and 

Dietrich 1995, Vasco et al. 2000, Bohling et al. 2002, Brauchler et al. 2003, Zhu and Yeh 

2005, 2006].  Although the ability of HT remains to be fully assessed in the field, results 

from sandbox experiments by Liu et al. [2002], Illman et al. [2007a and b], and Liu et al. 

[2007] are encouraging.  They showed that the transient HT can identify the not only the 

pattern of the heterogeneous conductivity ( K ) field, but also the variation of specific 

storage ( sS ) in the sandbox.  These estimated K and Ss fields from the HT sandbox 

experiments were further substantiated by its ability to predict the drawdown evolution 

caused by a pumping test that was not used in the HT analysis. The result is excellent, 

exciting, and significant.  Likewise, a recent application of HT to a well field at 

Montalto Uffugo Scalo, Italy, produced an estimated transmissivity field that is deemed 

to be consistent with the geology of the site [Straface et al., 2007]. 
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More recently, Bohling et al. [2007] presented the steady-shape analysis of 

tomographic pumping tests in an alluvial aquifer at an extensively studied site.  Results 

of these steady-shape analyses compare favorably with analyses based on more 

computationally intensive transient simulations and with results of other tests at the site, 

including direct push slug tests and direct push permeameter profiles [Butler, 2005]. 

These laboratory and field HT experiments unequivocally confirm that HT can provide 

more accurate and detailed hydraulic property distributions in aquifers than any 

traditional aquifer test and analysis.   

In this paper, we have developed a new method for identifying the subsurface 

heterogeneity pattern using data collected from a HT survey.  Additionally, we 

established an operational procedure for preprocessing HT data before applying the new 

method.  The new method and procedure were tested in a synthetic aquifer and then 

applied to a sand box experiment, where unknown measurement and model errors exist.  

The estimated hydraulic conductivity and specific storage fields for the sand box 

experiment are subsequently used to predict drawdown evolution induced by an 

independent pumping test in the sand box.  

 

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Governing Ground Water Flow Equations 

 A strategy for modeling ground water flow in two-dimensional, saturated, 

heterogeneous, porous media with incomplete aquifer characteristics is the stochastic 

conditional mean approach [Yeh et al., 1996].  That is, the flow process is governed by 

the following partial differential equation involving conditional means: 
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    [ ( ) ] ( ) ( )p s
hK h Q S
t

∂
∇ ⋅ ∇ + =

∂
x x x         (1) 

subject to boundary and initial conditions:  

   
1 1

h hΓ = ,  
2

[ ( ) ] nK h qΓ∇ ⋅ =x ,  and 0 0th h= =       (2) 

where in equation (1), h is conditional effective total head (L), x is the spatial 

coordinate (x = {x1, x2, x3}, (L), and x3 represents the vertical coordinate and is positive 

upward), Q(xp) is the pumping rate (1/T) at the location xp, K(x) is the conditional 

effective saturated hydraulic conductivity (L/T), and Ss(x)  is the conditional effective 

specific storage (L-1). In equation (2), h1 is the prescribed total head at Dirichlet 

boundary Γ1, q is the specific flux (L/T) at Neumann boundary Γ2, n is a unit vector 

normal to the union of Γ1 and Γ2, and h0 represents the initial total head.   The 

definitions of variables in the conditional mean equations are identical to those in a 

deterministic ground water flow equation if all the parameters, boundary and initial 

conditions are fully specified [Yeh et al., 1996].  In this paper, the governing equations 

are solved by a 2-D finite element model (VSAFT2) developed by Yeh et al. [1993].  

This model serves as the forward model for the HT analysis in this study. 

 

2.2 Simultaneous Successive Linear Estimator 

 To map subsurface heterogeneity (i.e., parameter identification or inverse 

modeling) using HT data, a simultaneous successive linear estimator (SimSLE) is 

developed, which is a variation of the sequential successful linear estimator (SSLE) by 

developed Yeh and Liu [2000] and Zhu and Yeh [2005].  Instead of incorporating data 

sequentially into the estimation as in SSLE, the SimSLE method includes all drawdown 

data from different pumping tests simultaneously to estimate hydraulic properties of 
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aquifers.  Simultaneous inclusion of the data offers some advantages over the SSLE 

approach, which will be discussed later. Below is a description of the principle of 

SimSLE.  

With given estimated mean hydraulic properties, the SimSLE starts with cokriging 

(a stochastic linear estimator) to estimate the spatial distribution of the properties based 

on observed *( )if x  (i.e., perturbations of log hydraulic property, either the hydraulic 

conductivity or specific storage) measured at ith location (i =1,… fn , where fn is the total 

number of f measurements) and the observed head at location jx  at time tl  during kth 

pumping test, denoted by *( , , )jh k x tl .  The cokriging equations are,  

( ) ( , )
(1) * *

0 0 0
1 1 1 1

ˆ ( ) ( ) ( , , )
f p h tn n n k n k j

i i kj j
i k j

f x f x h k x tλ µ
= = = =

= +∑ ∑∑ ∑ l l
l

       (3) 

where (1)
0

ˆ ( )f x is the cokriged f value at location 0x ; pn is the total number of 

pumping tests; ( )hn k is the total number of observation wells for kth pumping test; 

( , )tn k j is the total number of drawdown measurements in time at jth observation well 

during kth pumping test. The cokriging weight ( 0iλ ) represents the contribution of 

measurement of *f at ith location to the estimate at location 0x . The contribution to the 

estimate from the observed head at thl time, jth observation well during kth pumping test 

is denoted by 0kjlµ .  These weights are obtained by solving the following system of 

equations: 
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in which 1,... fm n= ; 1,... pp n= , 1,... ( )hr n p= and 1,... ( , )tq n p r= . Our prior 

knowledge of the spatial structure (covariance function) of f is given by ffR .  In equation 

(4), hhR and hfR  are covariance of h  and the cross covariance of f and h , respectively, 

which are determined by a first order analysis (see Zhu and Yeh, 2005) with the given ffR .  

That is, 

1

( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( , ) 1,... ; 1,... ; and 1,... .
en

hf i m i j ff j m h t e
j

R x k x t J x k x t R x x i n l n j m n
=

= = = =∑l l (5)

1
( , , , , , ) ( , , , ) ( , , , ) ,

, 1,... ; , 1,... .

en
T

hh i q j hf i m q m j l
m

h t

R p x t k x t R x p x t J x k x t

i j n q n
=

=

= =

∑l

l

          (6) 

where ( , , , )i j lJ x k x t  is the sensitivity of head at ith location at time lt  for kth 

pumping test with respect to the change of parameter at jth location; en is the number of 

elements in the study domain. The sensitivity matrix is evaluated using an adjoint state 

approach [see Zhu and Yeh, 2005]. 

 After obtaining the new estimate for all the elements using cokriging, the 

conditional covariance of f is then determined by 

( ) ( , )
(1)

0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , , , )
f p h tN n n k n k j

ff n ff n k ff k n kj fh n j
k k j

x x R x x R x x R x k x t
= = = =

ε = − λ − µ∑ ∑∑ ∑ l l
l

   (7) 

to reflect the effect of data conditioning on the reduction of uncertainty in the 

estimated parameter field.  Subsequently, the estimated log property fields are converted 
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to the arithmetic scale and used to solve equations (1) with boundary and initial 

conditions, equation (2), to obtain the conditional effective head fields, (1) ( , , )j nh k x t , of 

each pumping test.   

Since cokriging a linear estimator, the usefulness of the head observation for 

estimating the properties is not fully exploited and the conditional effective head field 

will not honor the observed head values at sample locations (Harter et al., 1996).  In 

order to circumvent these problems, a new linear estimator of the following form: 

( ) ( , )
( 1) ( ) ( ) * ( )

0 0 0
1 1 1

ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( , , ) ( , , )
p h tn n k n k j

r r r r
kjn j n j n

k j n

f x f x h k x t h k x tω+

= = =

⎡ ⎤= + −⎣ ⎦∑ ∑ ∑   (8) 

is used to improve the estimate for iteration r >1, where ( )
0

r
k jnω is the weight term, 

representing the contribution of the difference between the observed and simulated head 

( *( , , )j nh k x t  and ( ) ( , , )r
j nh k x t , respectively) at iteration r at location jx  for the kth 

pumping test on time nt to the estimate at location 0x . The weights are determined by 

solving the following system of equations: 

( ) ( , )
( ) ( ) ( )
0 0

1 1 1

( , , , , , ) ( , , , )
p h tn n k n k j

r r r
kjn hh r q j l fh r q

k j l

p x t k x t x p x t
= = =

=∑ ∑ ∑ ω ε ε     (9)    

where 1,... pp n= , 1,... hr n= and 1,... tq n= ... The terms hhε and fhε are the 

conditional covariance and conditional cross covariance, which are evaluated using 

equations (5) and (6) using the conditional covariance of f (i.e., ( )r
ffε  which is obtained 

from equation (7) for the first iteration).  After completion of the estimation using 

equation (8), the conditional covariance of f subsequently is updated by 

( ) ( , )
( 1) ( ) ( )

0 0
1 1 1

( , ) ( , ) ( , , , )
p h tn n k n k j

r r r
ff r j ff r j kj fh j l

k j
x x x x x k x t+

= = =

ε = ε − µ ε∑ ∑ ∑ l
l

   (10) 
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  In summary, the SimSLE procedure involves the following steps: Step 1). 

Specify the means, variances and correlation scales of the hydraulic properties to be 

estimated, initial and boundary conditions, pumping rates and locations, and data from 

observations wells for each pumping test. Step 2). Solve equation (1) with boundary and 

initial conditions, equation (2), for the unconditional effective hydraulic head for each 

pumping test.  Step 3). Use the mean properties to calculate sensitivity matrices for head 

observations from each pumping tests.  Then evaluate the unconditional 

cross-covariance between the head and properties (equation (5)) and covariance of heads 

(equation (6)) with given covariance functions of the properties.  Step 4). Solve the 

cokriging system of equations (equation (4)) for the weights and then use equation (3), 

the weights, measurements of the properties, and head observations to estimate the 

properties at each element in the domain.  Step 5). Use the unconditional covariance 

functions to estimate the conditional covariance functions for the properties using 

equation (7). Step 6). Start the SLE iteration in which the newly estimated property fields 

are used to solve equation (1) with boundary and initial conditions (2) for the conditional 

effective hydraulic heads for each pumping test.  Step 7). Use results from steps 5) and 6) 

to determine the conditional sensitivity and in turn, the conditional cross-covariance 

between f and h, and covariance of h with equations (5) and (6).  Step 8).  Solve 

equation (9) for the new weights which are then used in equation (8) in conjunction with 

the head from step 6) to improve previous estimates of the property fields and update the 

conditional covariance function of the property fields using equation (10).  Lastly, steps 

6) through 8) are repeated until the convergence criteria are met.  The convergence 

criteria are: 1) the change of variances of the estimated hydraulic properties between 
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current and last iteration is smaller than a specified tolerance, implying that the SimSLE 

can not improve estimation further; 2) the change of simulated heads between two 

iterations is smaller than the tolerance, indicating that the estimates will not significantly 

improve the head field.  If either one of the two criteria is met during an iteration, the 

estimates are considered to be optimal. The iteration then stops.  

    

2.3 Preprocessing Data 

  2.3.1 Data Diagnosis. The first step of processing HT data for the SimSLE 

analysis is to check bias or inconsistency of data collected. This can be accomplished by 

plotting hydrographs (drawdown-time data) for each pumping test.  Arrival time of 

drawdown should increase with distance from the pumping well unless there are 

physically explainable anomalies.  Plots of evolution of contour surface of the 

drawdown induced by each pumping test generally should follow behaviors of drawdown 

in homogeneous aquifers since effects of heterogeneity on head are subtle [Bakr, et al., 

1978].  Data with anomalies should be examined for possible causes (e.g., mislabeling 

monitoring ports or wells, leakage between packers or other factors) and perhaps be 

excluded.  Drawdown-log time plots should also reveal possible boundary effects and 

they are useful for assigning the type of boundary conditions of the estimation domain.  

 2.3.2 Wavelet Denoising. After examining data for bias and abnormality, we 

tackle next the data noise problems. To eliminate the noise, we have developed a 

denoising method based on wavelet analysis. Wavelet analysis is similar to the Fourier 

analysis in the sense that it breaks a signal down in to its constituent parts for analysis. 

When analyzing signals of a non-stationary nature, in contrast to the Fourier transform, 
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the wavelet transform allows exceptional localization in both the time domain via 

translations of the mother wavelet, and in the scale (frequency) domain via dilations. The 

translation and dilation operations applied to the mother wavelet are performed to 

calculate the wavelet coefficients, which represent the correlation between the wavelet 

and a localized section of the signal. The wavelet coefficients are calculated for each 

wavelet segment, giving a time-scale function relating the wavelets correlation to the 

signal. 

The wavelet transform can be illustrated using the following equation:  

2( ) 2 (2 )
s

sx
sl x l

− −= −ϕ ϕ        (11) 

In equation (11), the variables s  and l  are integers that scale and dilate the 

mother function ( )xϕ to generate wavelets, such as a Daubechies wavelet family. The 

dilation function of the discrete wavelet transform can be represented as a tree of low and 

high pass filters, with each step transforming only the low pass filter. An original signal 

therefore is successively decomposed into components of lower resolution, while the high 

frequency components are not analyzed any further. The maximum number of dilations 

that can be performed is dependent on the input size of the data to be analyzed, with 2N 

data samples enabling the breakdown of the signal into N discrete levels using the 

discrete wavelet transform: 

, , , , 1, 1, 1, 1,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )j k j k j k j k j k j k k k
k k k k

f x S x d x d x d x− −≈ Φ + + + +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑Lϕ ϕ ϕ  (12) 

where ,j kS  and ,j kd  are the wavelet coefficients in the smooth and detailed 

components , k is the number of coefficients in each component; Φ  and ϕ  are the 

scaling function and analyzing wavelet, respectively; j is the lowest resolution in the 
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combination.[ Zhang et al., 2006]  

The smooth wavelet coefficient represents long-term trends. On the other hand, each 

scale of detail corresponds to progressively finer corrections to the initial approximation. 

The scales of detail are represented by an increasing number of wavelet coefficients that 

become small at the finer scales. Consequently, denoising can be achieved by selectively 

eliminating wavelet coefficients at the fine scales. The idea is to keep only the 

coefficients which are greater than the specified threshold. Any wavelet coefficients 

smaller than the threshold are discarded [Zhang et al., 2006].  There are several methods 

for thresholding and a hard thresholding method was used in this paper: 

                                        if >t
0                                      otherwise

u
⎧

= ⎨
⎩

φ φ
     (13) 

u is the modified wavelet coefficient, φ is the wavelet coefficient, t is the threshold 

value . 

An inverse wavelet transform was then applied to the modified set of wavelet 

coefficients to obtain the denoised data set.  Different families of wavelets were tested 

and it was found Daubechies 4 wavelet is the best for this study. 

The general wavelet denoising procedure is as follows: 1) Apply wavelet transform 

to the noisy signal to produce the wavelet coefficients; 2) Select appropriate threshold 

limit and threshold method to remove the noise; 3) lastly, an inverse wavelet transform of 

thresholded wavelet coefficients is performed to obtain a denoised signal. 

2.3.3 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).  Following the wavelet denoising, we examine 

the signal to noise ratio of each well hydrograph.  SNR is an electrical engineering 

concept, which is defined as the ratio of a signal to noise power. In our study, it is defined 
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as the ratio between the maximum drawdown of the denoised hydrograph and the 

standard deviation of noise. In signal processing, signals with SNR greater than 100 or 

greater are considered to be efficacious.  For hydrologic processes, it is however not as 

strict as signal processing: we found that the hydrographs with an average SNR of 7.13 

can still be effective for our synthetic case.  Figure 1a shows an original hydrograph 

collected by Illman et al. [2007] and Liu et al. [2007] and the corresponding denoised 

hydrograph; the SNR is 17.75 and the denoised hydrograph as such is considered useful.  

On the other hand, a hydrograph with low SNR data (4.41) (Figure 1b), especially near 

the falling and rising limbs of the graph which reflect effects of pumping and recovering, 

was discarded. Low SNR data at early time and recovery can lead to erroneous estimates 

of the Ss field.   

 

2.4 Estimation of Effective Properties, Variances, Correlation Scale, and Boundary 

Conditions 

After diagnosing, denoising, and screening the data based on the SNR, suitable 

hydrographs can be selected to qualitatively investigate types of boundary conditions 

(constant head or impermeable boundary) by visualizing the evolution of the cone of 

depression in conjunction with our knowledge of hydrogeology of the domain being 

investigated.  Subsequently, these hydrographs and known pumping rates are used to 

estimate unconditional effective hydraulic conductivity and specific storage of an 

equivalent homogeneous medium and boundary conditions.  This task is accomplished 

by minimizing the squared difference between these observed hydrographs and simulated 

ones that are based on the homogeneity assumption: 
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( )
2

1 1 1

ˆ minimum
p h tn n n

ijk ijk
i j k

H H
= = =

− =∑∑∑   (14) 

where ijkH and ˆ
ijkH are observed and simulated hydraulic head at kth time, jth 

observation well, and ith pumping test.  This optimization is carried out by using a 

standard nonlinear least squares approach using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [Press et. 

al., 1992].   

The residuals between the observed heads and those of the equivalent homogeneous 

medium then are used to calculate the head variance due to heterogeneity.  This head 

variance is in turn used to estimate the variance and correlation scales of the hydraulic 

properties by using the following objective function 

    ( )
2

2 2

1 1 1

ˆ minimum
p h tn n n

ijk ijk
i j k= = =

σ − σ =∑∑∑       (15) 

where 2
ijkσ and 2ˆ ijkσ are the head variance estimated from the effective properties and 

that from equation (6) at kth time, jth observation well, and ith pumping test. 

Once all the boundary conditions, effective hydraulic properties, variances, and 

correlation scales are estimated, the hydrographs (hydraulic head-time) are converted to 

drawdown-time data sets using initial head measurements.  They are subsequently used 

in SimSLE to estimate the spatial patterns of the hydraulic conductivity and specific 

storage fields. 

 

2.5 Performance Assessment    

Performances of our estimator for the synthetic aquifer case were evaluated using 

the correlation value, mean absolute error norm L1 and mean square error L2. The 
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correlation between log-transformed true and estimated field, iχ and ˆiχ , respectively, is 

calculated from 

ˆ
1

2 2
ˆ

1 1

1 ˆ( )( )

1 1 ˆ( ) ( )

N

i i
i

N N

i i
i i

NR

N N

=

= =

− −
=

− ⋅ −

∑

∑ ∑

χ χ

χ χ

χ µ χ µ

χ µ χ µ
     (16) 

where N is the total number of elements. χµ and χ̂µ are means for true and 

estimated value, respectively.  The correlation yields a measure of the similarity 

between two maps. But high correlation only means two maps are linearly correlated, 

even though the mean value of two maps may be quite different. Thereby, in addition to 

the correlation, L1 and L2 are calculated using 

1

1 ˆ1
n

i i
i

L
N =

= −∑ χ χ   and     ( )2

1

1 ˆ2
n

i i
i

L
N =

= −∑ χ χ    (17) 

 Besides the correlation analysis, L1, and L2 norms, the similarity between the 

true and estimated hydraulic property fields was also evaluated with a fuzzy similarity 

comparison method, which has been applied to the task of comparing spatial patterns 

(Hagen, 2003). This method allows the user to specify weights for both the location 

matching and value matching. The method computes similarity between the true property 

at a given element and the estimated property at the corresponding element and 

neighboring elements.  A similarity value is determined by a locational and an error 

membership value, which are defined below. 

First, an exponential function based on the statistical spatial model for the hydraulic 

properties was used to define a locational membership  
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22

exp yx
l

x y

llV
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= − + ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

λ λ
        (18) 

In which xl and yl  are the separation distance between two compared elements in 

the x and y directions; xλ and yλ are the correlation scale of the true property field in the 

x and y directions, respectively.  Equation (18) implies that the similarity decreases with 

an increase of the ratio of the separation distance to the correlation scale.    

 The standard deviation of the true property, STD, is then used as an error limit 

and to define the value of the error membership: 

1.0                                         <1

0                                                  1
v

v v
STD STDV

v
STD

⎧
−⎪⎪= ⎨

⎪ ≥⎪⎩

     (19) 

where v is the difference between the true property at a given element and the 

estimated property at a selected element.   That is, if the difference of two properties is 

greater than the standard deviation, the two properties are judged to be completely 

different. Otherwise, a linear decay is used to determine the error membership value. 

Each element of the true property field is compared with the estimated property in 

the same location and its neighbors (within the correlation scales) and equations (18) and 

(19) are employed to determine the locational and error membership values. For each pair, 

a similarity value is then computed by multiplying the locational membership with the 

value of the error membership.  The maximum value of all the similarity values between 

the selected element of the true property field and the property of the corresponding 

element as well as those of adjacent elements in the estimated field is kept one all the 

similarities are computed for a selected element in the true property.  
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 After obtaining the maximum similarity between true property at a given 

element and the estimate at the element and neighboring elements, the same procedure is 

used to evaluate the maximum similarity between the estimated property of the same 

given location with the true value at the corresponding elements and neighboring 

elements. Next, the final element similarity between the true and the estimated properties 

of this element is the average of the two maximum similarities. This progresses until the 

element similarity value is computed for every element. The final domain similarity is the 

average of the final element similarity of all elements in the domain.   

 

3.  APPLICATIONS TO A SYNTHETIC AQUIFER 

To test our SimSLE approach and our operational guide, a two-dimensional, 

cross-sectional synthetic aquifer of the same length and height as the sandbox experiment 

conducted by (Illman et al., 2007 and Liu et al., 2007) was used, which had 193.0 cm in 

length, 82.6 cm in height, and 10.2cm in depth. Forty eight locations were selected (see 

Figure 2), which served as either pumping or pressure monitoring ports. Both sides of the 

aquifer were set to the same constant boundary condition with a total head of 200 cm, 

while the bottom and top boundaries were set to be no-flux boundaries. The initial total 

head was assigned to be 200 cm.  This aquifer was discretized into 741 elements and 

800 nodes with element dimensions of 4.10 cm × 4.13cm. 

The K and Ss fields were created by a random field generator developed by Gutjahr 

[1989].  The natural log K (lnK) field had a mean of -1.6 and a variance of 1.0, with 

correlation scales of 30cm in x direction, and 10cm in y direction. The lnSs field was 

generated with the same correlation scales as those of lnK field, but with a mean of 
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-8.378 and a variance of 0.1.  Different random number seeds were used for generating 

these two fields so that the lnK field was independent of the lnSs field (Figures 3a and 

3e).  

 Four pumping tests were simulated in this aquifer. For each pumping test, a 

pumping rate of 0.3 cm3/s was used and hydrographs from all 47 wells (excluding the 

pumping well) were recorded.   But only the drawdowns at 5 times (four early times: 

0.5s, 1.75s ,2.25s and 3s; and one later time 15s) were used for the parameter estimation. 

Drawdown at early time is highly correlated with the specific storage field and only 

weakly and negatively associated with the hydraulic conductivity field between the 

pumping and the observation wells.  At large time, the drawdown is solely correlated 

with hydraulic conductivity values within the cone of depression [Wu et al., 2005].  

Because of the small size of the domain, the total simulation time lasted only 15s, at 

which the drawdowns reached a steady state.  One K and Ss values at the first 

observation port (#1 in Figure 2) were assumed to be known and they were used as the 

hard data for conditioning the estimation in all cases below.  The convergence criteria 

are 0.01cm for the head tolerance and 0.05 for the variance tolerance. 

  

3.1 Noise-Free Case 

Using the synthetic aquifer, we first investigated the ability of SimSLE to estimate 

the generated K and Ss fields with noise-free hydrographs.  Table 1 shows the estimated 

effective properties for the equivalent homogeneous and isotropic medium and the 

estimated values for the total heads at the boundaries on the two sides.  Estimation of 

the variances and correlation scales however yielded erroneous values due to 
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nonstationary nature of head variation and the small number of observation wells as well 

as the interrelated relation between the parameter variance, correlation scales, and 

statistical anisotropy ratio (see equations 6a and 6b in Yeh et al., 1985).  Similar findings 

were reported by Wen et al. [2007] that effective transmissivity, storage coefficient, and 

anisotropy estimates based on multi-observation wells varying with time and depending 

on the number of observation wells used (i.e., lack of ergodicity).  When drawdowns at 

every node in the domain were used to evaluate the observed head variance in equation 

(15), we were able to obtain close estimates for the variances and correlation scales.   In 

spite of this successful result, if drawdown is known everywhere, the spatial statistics 

does not play any role in the estimation of heterogeneity [see Yeh and Liu, 2000 and Zhu 

and Yeh, 2005].  For cases where drawdown is not known everywhere, the spatial 

statistics only slightly affect the HT estimation of heterogeneity as long as the guessed 

correlation scales yield a similar spatial structure of the true one, although the variances 

would affect uncertainty estimates as reported by Yeh and Liu [2000].  Notice that 

uncertainty analysis is useful only for comparison of different strategies since absolute 

uncertainty cannot be ever obtained [Yeh et al., 2007].  In the following test cases 

involving the synthetic aquifer, the true variance and correlation values thereby were 

used.   

A visual comparison of the true K and Ss field (Figures 3a and 3e, respectively) and 

the estimated ones (Figure 3b for K and Figure 3f for Ss) suggests that SimSLE can detect 

detailed spatial variations of hydraulic parameters.  Values of L1, L2, correlation, and 

similarity for this case are listed in Table 2.  The convergence behavior of the SimSLE is 

illustrated in Figures 4a and 4b, where the variance of the estimated field is plotted vs. the 
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iteration number.  Note that if the final estimated field is identical to the true field, the 

variance of the estimated field should be the same as that of the true field.  As indicated 

in the figure, the variance of the estimated field started from zero since our first guesses 

were effective K and Ss.  It then increased because inclusion of hydraulic head 

information via cokriging.  The variance continues to increase after first iteration due to 

the successive linear estimator which successively improved the estimates by 

incorporating the nonlinear relation between the hydraulic head information and the 

hydraulic properties. The variance finally becomes stable after 9th iteration, indicating 

that the usefulness of the hydraulic head information has been exhausted. The final 

variance at 11th iteration is 0.75 for lnK and 0.062 for lnSs, which is smaller than the 

variances of the true fields, 1.0 and 0.1 for lnK and lnSs, respectively.  The smaller 

variance suggests that the estimated field is smoother than the true field since SimSLE 

yields the conditional effective field (Yeh et al., 1996) since the head information only 

came from only 47 observation locations, the inverse problem remains ill posed.  On the 

contrary, if the inverse problem is well posed (necessary and sufficient conditions are 

fully specified, Yeh et al., 2007), the variances of estimated properties will reach the true 

variances.  The fuzzy similarities of K and Ss have the same trend as shown in Figure 5a. 

and 5b. 

 

3.2 Data with Noise 

Without Denoising. Next we examine how the noise in the drawdown data affects 

the estimation.  In order to do this, the simulated hydrographs were corrupted by a white 

noise with a standard deviation of 0.05cm---the maximum drawdown of the error-free 
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hydrographs is about 1.20 cm.  The estimated effective K and Ss parameter values for 

the equivalent homogeneous aquifer as well as its boundary heads are reported in Table 1.  

Apparently, the white noise does not affect estimation of these effective attributes.  

Subsequently, using SimSLE the inverse problem was solved again and the estimated K 

and Ss fields are shown in Figures 3c and 3g, respectively (at 6th iteration).  Figures 4a 

and b show that the variances stabilize between 5th and 6th iteration and then increase and 

exceed the true variance. Apparently, in order to make the simulated head values agree 

with the observed ones within the same criterion used in the noise-free case, hydraulic 

properties have to be further adjusted and thus the variances increase (diverge).  This 

result suggests that for data with noise the convergence criterion in term of the head 

should be relaxed. 

Figures 5a and b illustrate the behavior of the similarity measure as a function of the 

number of iterations. The similarity measures stabilize around 5th and 6th iteration and 

they decrease afterwards.  Performance measures of this case are listed in Table 2 as 

well.  Generally, estimated Ss field for this case is worse than K field, suggesting that 

estimation of Ss field is more prone to effects of noise in hydrographs. Comparing with 

results of the noise-free case, the estimated fields are smoother but retain the general 

pattern of the heterogeneity. 

With Denoising.  In this case, all the corrupted observation data were denoised 

using the wavelet denoising method.  The estimated K and Ss fields are shown in Figures 

3d and 3f, respectively and performance assessment measures are listed in Table 2. They 

all indicated that denoising data can improve the estimates and reveal more details of 

heterogeneity but the estimated fields still are inferior to those in the noise-free case.  
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Figures 4a and b show that the variances of the estimated fields increase much 

slowly with the number of iterations as compared with those data with noise.  According 

to Figures 5a and b, the similarity measure of K tends to be steady after 9th iteration while 

the similarity measure for Ss decreases as the number of iterations increases.  Again, 

Table 2 indicates that the Ss estimate is inferior to the K estimate even after denoising, 

indicative of difficulties in estimating Ss fields using real-world data since the SNR of 

later time data is greater than that of early time.  This seems to suggest that during a HT 

survey, pumping rate should maximize the signal to noise ratio.  

 

4. APPLICATION TO A LABORATORY SAND BOX EXPERIMENT 

4.1 Preprocessing Data 

The laboratory sandbox experiment (see Figure 1) conducted by [Liu et al., 2007; 

Illman et al., 2007] involved 8 pumping tests. The minimum, maximum, and averaged 

SNR of the hydrographs during each pumping test are listed in Table 3.  Following 

Table 3, two pumping tests (Pumping well 2 and 5) which have small SNR were 

discarded and only the remaining 6 pumping test data sets were used for the purpose of 

estimating the hydraulic properties. Since no hydrograph was collected at the pumping 

port, data from 47 ports were used during each pumping test.  One K and Ss values at 

port #1 (Figure 2) from core sample measured by Liu et al., [2007] and Illman et al. 

[2007] were used as the hard data, and the values for mean K and Ss and boundary head 

values (see Table 1) were derived from optimization of equation (14), and a value of 2 

and 0.1 for the variances of lnK and lnSs, respectively, from analysis of core samples 

(from Liu et al. [2007]), were used as input. The correlation scales were guessed based on 
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the heterogeneity pattern of the laboratory sand box (Figure 1): namely, 70 cm and 20cm 

for the horizontal and vertical directions.   

Since the pressure sensors used in the sand box experiments were not perfectly 

calibrated, a value of 200.0 cm was assigned as the initial total head everywhere in the 

sand box. The head boundary conditions of the sand box varied slightly (maximum 

0.13cm) with during the HT experiments. Since we assume the boundary head does not 

change with time in our analysis, to eliminate the effect of time varying boundary 

condition, the actual drawdown at observation locations minus the observed boundary 

drawdown was used to as correction to observed drawdowns. These observed drawdowns 

were subtracted from the initial total head and then they were used as our observed total 

heads for the following analysis.  

Figures 6a and b showed the estimated K and Ss fields, respectively.  In these 

figures, six low K zones in the sand box (Figure 1) are vividly portrayed by the estimated 

K field but low K zones close to the bottom are fuzzy. Possibly, the low resolution at the 

bottom is due to the no-flux boundary at the bottom where the flow generally follows the 

boundary and pressure excitations were not picked up by the low density of monitoring 

ports.   

The estimated Ss field (Figure 6b) on the other hand does not reflect the pattern of 

the K field.  Rather, the field reflects an overall trend that the specific storage values of 

the medium at the bottom are smaller than those on the top. This pattern appears to be 

physically correct due to compression from the overlying materials and is consistent with 

the estimated Ss field from the analysis of cross-hole aquifer tests by Liu et al. [2007].  

A plot of the variances of the estimated lnK and LnSs fields as a function of the iteration 
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number is illustrated in Figure 7. 

In this laboratory sand box experiment, the true K and Ss fields are unknown and the 

performance assessment measure therefore cannot be evaluated.  In order to validate 

these estimates, we followed the approach by Liu et al. [2007] that uses the estimated K 

and Ss fields as input to the forward model to simulate a pumping test conducted at port 

#46 that was not used in the HT experiment.  In other words, if the estimated fields are 

representative of the true fields in the sand box, the temporal and spatial distributions of 

the simulated head should closely predict the observed ones.  

As demonstrated in Figure 8, our approach produces close predictions of head 

values at the 47 ports (correlation 0.99) at different observation times except the first 

observation time. This exception can be attributed to the fact that drawdown at the first 

observation time is relatively small and the SNR value as such is small. 

As expected, the predicted head distributions based on the estimated effective 

hydraulic properties are inferior to those based on HT (correlation values for the effective 

properties ranging from 0.821 to 0.964). This comparison confirms that HT in 

conjunction with SimSLE indeed characterizes the heterogeneity of aquifers well such 

that drawdown evolution due to a different pumping event is predicted.  We believe 

these results are exciting and significant.  First, not only does the result reinforce the 

validity of HT, SimSLE and our data processing approach, but it also challenges the 

notion that K and Ss are fundamentally phenomenological parameters.  Besides, this 

result confirms that the classical governing equation for ground water flow is valid and 

can yield excellent predictions of drawdowns in a heterogeneous sandbox when the K and 

Ss fields are adequately characterized when the initial and boundary conditions as well as 
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source/sink terms are prescribed. 

Lastly, a discussion is provided about the differences between the SimSLE and the 

SSLE algorithm.  The SimSLE has several advantages over the SSLE. 1) The 

sensitivities of head to K and Ss are calculated using the same approach in both 

algorithms.  But SimSLE only needs to evaluate the adjoint state equation once for a 

given observation location using a newly estimated hydraulic property fields from all 

pumping tests.  The adjoint state equation depends on the hydraulic properties and 

observation location and is independent of pumping rate and pumping location, On the 

other hand, the SSLE must solve the adjoint state equation for each pumping test because 

the estimated properties, required for the adjoint state equation, are modified for each 

pumping test.  2) The SimSLE uses all data sets simultaneously, the loop iteration of the 

SSLE is avoided, and the computational effort thus is reduced. 3) Adding data sets in 

different sequences in the SSLE may lead to a slightly different final result, which is 

more sensitive to the last data set. Obviously, this problem does not exist in SimSLE. 4). 

The SimSLE approach uses all information simultaneously, providing more constrains for 

inverse problem. It as such converges fast than SSLE.   

The disadvantages of the SimSLE are: 1. since all head data sets are used 

simultaneously and the same convergence criteria are applied to them to reach the final 

estimate in SimSLE, one bad data set may affect overall quality of the estimate.  On the 

other hand, the SSLE approach sequentially includes different sets of data and it may 

yield a better result. Note that both SimSLE and SSLE result in the same estimate if the 

data sets are free of errors.  2. The memory requirement increases because the sizes of 

covariance matrix of h  and the cross covariance matrix of f and h  are larger than the 
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corresponding matrices used in SSLE.   

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of this analysis, we may conclude that HT surveys, SimSLE 

algorithm, and our data processing procedure can adequately characterize heterogeneity 

in aquifers as evident from their ability to predict effects of an independent pumping in 

the sand box experiment.  Several issues regarding practices of HT surveys are noticed:  

Design of the pumping rate of an aquifer test should consider SNR of observed 

hydrographs. It is more difficult to estimate Ss than K heterogeneity pattern due to limited 

aquifer volume (in terms of Ss) that can affect observed drawdowns at an observation 

well.  This difficulty is further intensified by the difficulty in capturing early time 

drawdown behavior due to noise (low SNR) at least in the sand box experiment examined 

in this study.   
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Table 1.  Estimated effective hydraulic properties, and boundary conditions for different 

cases. 

 

 

Cases Effective 
K (cm/s) 

Effective Ss 
(1/cm) 

Boundary 
Total Head (cm)  
(right, left) 

Synth 
(noise free) 

0.2805 2. 86×10-4 199.90, 200.02 

Synth 
noise 

0.2667 2. 69×10-4 199.92, 200.00 

Synth 
denoised 

0.2778 2. 64×10-4 199.90, 200.01 

Lab 0.1396 9.82×10-4 200.03, 200.03 
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  L1 L2 Correlation Similarity 
K 0.504 0.447 0.758 0.797 Noise-free 
Ss 0.183   0.054 0.715 0.756 
K 0.822 1.074 0.473 0.743 noised 
Ss 0.344 0.181 0.191 0.634 
K 0.600 0.597 0.656 0.766 denoised 
Ss 0.271 0.114 0.389 0.645 

 

Table 2.  The performance assessment statistics of results based the synthetic aquifer. 
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Table 3.  SNR of the hydrographs during the HT collected by [Illman et al., 2007; Liu et 

al., 2007]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pumping well Minimum Maximum Average 
2 0.13 21.11 5.14 
5 0.27 23.01 5.04 
14 2.10 43.45 13.22 
17 0.21 50.07 13.20 
32 2.74 121.78 34.26 
35 1.63 124.92 29.81 
44 1.75 117.12 29.67 
47 1.91 136.81 30.10 
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Figure 1. Typical hydrograph and the corresponding denoised hydrograph a) SNR: 17.75; 

b) SNR:4.41.
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Figure 2.  Discretization of sandbox (all points are used as observation wells; circles are 

pumping wells of synthetic case; square are additional pumping wells of sandbox 

pumping tests; black square are validation pumping well).  The heterogeneity pattern 

shown is the one in the sand box experiment in Liu et al. (2007) and Illman et al. (2007a). 
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Figure 3.  Estimated hydraulic conductivity and specific storage fields for the synthetic 

case. ( a & e true; b & f. error-free case; c &g. noise case; d& h denoised case) 
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Figure 4.  Variance of the estimated a) K and b) Ss fields vs. the number of iterations. 
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Figure 5.  Similarity between the estimate and the true a) hydraulic conductivity fields 

and b) specific storage fields and the number of iterations. 
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Figure 6.  The estimate hydraulic conductivity (a) and specific storage fields (b) for the 

sand box experiments. 
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Figure 7  The variances of estimated lnK and lnSs at different iteration numbers. 
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Figure 8.  Validation results: observed vs. estimated heads at 47 observation ports at 4 

different times. 

 


